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LETTER OF SUBMI’ITAL..
To theCongress of the United States:
ITIcompliance with the provisions of the act of March 3, 1915, establishing the National
Adwisory Committee for Aeronautics, I transmit herewith the seventh annual report of the
committee for the fisoal year ended June 30, 1921.”
I think there can be no doubt that the development of aviation will become of great
importance for the purposes of commerce, as well as for national defense. While the material
progress in aircraft has been remarkable, the use has not as yet been extensively developed in
Americtz. This has been due, in the main, to lack of wise and necewary kgislation. Aviation
is destined to make great strides, and I believe that knerica, its birthplace, can and should
be foremost in its development.
I therefore urge upon the Congress the advisability of giving heed to the rewmmeqdations
of the committee, the first tmd most important of which is that a. bureau be Utab&hed in the
Department-of Commerce for the re=wlation and development of air navigation.
WARREN G. HARDIiiCL
THE WHITE HOUSE,
December 7, IWI.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.
~.VIZON.UI.biISORY ~031W’lTEl?FOR
?Tashington, D. 0.,
THE PRESIDEST:
bROHJTICS,
Akwemb 28, 1921.
In compliance fiith the proti~ons of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1915 (naval
tippropriation act.,Public ATO.273, 63d Cong.), I ha~e the honor to tra.mrnitherewith the Se-nmt.h
hnual Report of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, including a statement ~f
its expenditures for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1921.
The progress in scient~c research during the past year is describe~ in the reports of the
technical subcommittees and is exemplified by the technical reports (hros. 111 to 132, inclusive)
which have been published durirg the past year, summaries &fwhich are cent ained in this report.
The relative value of scientfic research in the development of aeronautics is greater now than
ever before, as the development of av-iationin the absence of necessary Iegidation and without
the stimulus of war is S1OW,and-it would be more so were it not for the continuous prosecution of
organized scientitlc research.
The problem of developing the U* of aircraft requires the Federal re=@ation of air naviga-
tion and the establishment and regulation of transcontinental airways, inchI~u the necessary
airdromes and weather ieport. stations.
Attention is especially infited to the Summary of GeneraI Recotiendations of the
committee, preceding the body of the report, and setting forth what, in the judgment of the
commit tee, are the most important steps to be taken for the advancement ‘of aeronautics.
The committee lays special emphasis at this time on the advisability of the Federal Government
giving aid in this great and promising field of development and urges that the most important
&le measure in the general policy outlined by the committee is the epact.ment of legislation
w+tablishinga bureau in the Department of Commerce for the regulation and development of
air navigation.
Respectfully submitted.
NAmoNAL AWLsorm C!olnmr’!mE mR AEROXitITTcS,
ChMRms D. ‘il’Mcorr, C%airman.
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.SUMMARYOF GENERALRECOMMENDATIONS.
The more importaht general rccormnendations .Qf _&e National Advisory Cmmnit~e for _ ,_ , ~
Aeronautics are summarized as follows: T-.--—
LEGISLATION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF.AVIATION. —. —
The most urgent need for the successful development of a,yiation at the present time, either
for military or civil purposes, is the enactment of legislation providing for the Federal regulation
of air navigation, and the establishmmt of airways, and airdromes under Federal regulation..
The Federal reggation should include the licensing of aviato~, aircraft, and airdromes; the
airways should consist of chains of landing fields providing supply and repair facilities and in-
cluding the necessary meteorological statiom, observ~~lons, and reports. If the Federal Gov- ._ ,”,.
ermnent wiIl establish and regulate transcontinental airways, as recommended, the commiU.ee
is confident that air lines for the transportation of passengers or goods will be rapidly established
by private enterprise in all parts of the country. The fist national airways, however, should
be carefully planned to serve military as well = civil n.aeds. The committee reiterates its former __ __
recommendations as to the manner of accomplishing the desired randts, and urgently recom-
mends the establishm&t by law of a Bureau of Air Navigation in the Department of Commerce.
..-. ———
EXTENSION OF SEROLOGICAL SERVICE.
The committae emphasizes the importance of. sxtending serological service (under the
Weather Bureau) along airways as established, and recommends that adequate provision of
law be made for this service; which is so indispensable to the success and safety of air
navigation.
.-
POLICY TO SUST~ “THii”iNTKJSTRY. . -=
Whatever may have been the faults or the shortcomings of the aircraft industry during
or since the w-m,the fact remains that there must he an aircraft industry, mudthat it should
be kept in such a condition as to be able to expand-promptly and properly to meet increased
demand in case of emergency. The Government, as. the principal consumer, is directly coQ-
cerned in the matter, and should formulate a policy which would be effective to sustain and
—
stabilize the aeronautical industry and encourage the development Uf now and improved types
—.
of aircraft. In this respect the committee invites attention to the recommendation conttiincd
.-
in its special reporhmbmit ted to. the President on April 9, 1921, published as House Document
.
17, and again recommends the adoption of a pohcy tihich, while safeguarding tho interwta of
the Governmen&will tend to sustain and stabilis~the industry.
IMI?ORTANCE OF MILITARY AVIATION.
Aviation is indispensable to the Army and to the Navy “m warfare; and its relative im-
portance will continue to increase. Other branches of. the military services are comparatively
welI developed, whereas aviation is still in the early stages of its development. The demand for
greatly reduced expenditures in the military and naval services should not apply to the air
services. . The committee r.ecmnrnenda that liberal provision be made for the Army and Navy ‘“” --
Air Services, not cmly that provision be made for the maintenance aud training of personnel,
but also that the funds be adequate to insure the f@lest deveIopme.nt of tiviation for military
and naval purposes.
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REPORT “NATIONALIADVISORY COMMLTTEE
SC!mtic RESEARCH.
I?OE AERONAUTICS. 5
Substantial mom- in aeronautical detilo~ment, whether for militw or commerci~ PW —
poses, must be. b’a4e~ upon the application to tie problems of fIight of so~entificprinciples-and
the resuh of research. The exact prescribed function of the National Ackisory Committee
for Aeronautics is the prosecution and coordination of scientific r=earch, and, while encourage-
ment may be taken from the progr= made, greater provisi~n for the continuous prosecution
of research on a larger scale is strongly recommended by the mlnmittee.
THE AIR MAIL SERVIOR.
The Air Nail Service has demonstrated that airplanes can be utfied tith c~tak advan- .
tages in carrying the mails. And it has done more than this, despite the handicap of using,
militmy types of aircraft, poorly adapted to its work or to any ciwil or commercial purpose,
in demonstrating that commercial aviation for the transportation of passengers or goods is
feasible. There me several causes which. are delaying the development of civil aviation, such ‘
as the lack of airways, land@ fields, serological service, and aircraft properly designed for corn-
mercial uses. The Air Mail Service stamls out as a pioneer agency, overcoming these handicaps
and blaz@ the wayj so to speak, for the practical development of commercial aviation. As
a permanent proposition, however, the Post Office Department, as its functions are now con-
ceived, should no more operate directly a special air mail service than it shouId operate a special
railroad mail service; but until such time as the necessary aids to commercial aviation have
been established it will be nex~ to impossible for any private corporation to operate under
contract an air mail service in competition with the railroads. The National Advisory Ccm-
mittee for Aeronautics therefore recommends that provision be made for the continuation of
the Air Mail Service under the Post Office Depa~tment.
HELIUM AND AIRS-S.
The United States has a virtutd inonopoly of the known sources of supply of helium, and
these are limited. Experiments have been conducted by the Bureau of Min& with a tiew to
the development of methods of production and storage, but as yet the problem of storage in
large quantities has not been satisfactorily sol-red. Because the known supply is limited,
because it is escaping into the atmosphere at an estimated rate snfiicient to fill four huge air-
ships weekly, and because of the tremendously increased wilue and safety which the use of heIium
would give .to airships, particularly in warfare, it is, in the opinion of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautk, the very essence of wisdom and prudence to provide for the cmser-
vation of large reserves tlyough the acquisition and seal@ by the Government of the best
helium-produc~~ fields. Attention now behqg given to the development of typea of airships
to reake fully tha a~vantages which the use of helium would afford should be con@med. Such
development would give America advantages, for purposes either of war or commerce, with -
which no other nation could successfully compete.
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SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT’
OFTHE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR
AERONAUTICS.
Washington, D. C., A’orember W, 1921.
To the Congress:
In accordance with the provision of the act of Congress approved March 3, 1915, estab-
lishing the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the committee submits herewith
its seventh annual report. In this report the committee has described its act~vities during the
past year, the technical progrs in the study of scientific problems relating to aeronautics, the
assistante rendered by the committee in the formulation of a policy regarding the Federal
regulation of air navigation, the coordination of research work in general, the examination of
aeronautical inventions, and the collection, analysis, and distribution of scienti~c and technical
data. .This report aIso contains a statement of expenditures, estimates for the fiscal year
1923, and recommendations as to the present requirements of aviation.
FUNCI!ION3 OF THE COMM3TTEE.
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics was established by act of Congress,
approved March 3, 1.915. The organic act charges the committee with the supervision and-_
direction of the scientific study of the problems of flight with a vim to theirpractical solution,
the determination of problems vdich should be experimentally attacked, their investigation
and application to practical questions of aeronautics. The act also authorizes the committee
to direct and conduct research and experimentation in aeronautics in such Laboratory or
laboratories in whole or in part as may be placed under its direction.
Supplement@~ the prescribed duties of the committee, its broad general functions may
be stated as folIows:
First. Under the h-twthe corninittee holds itself at the service of any department or agency
of the Government interested in aeronautics, for the furnishing of information or assistance
in regard to scientific or technical matters rehting to aeronautics, and in particular for the
investigateion and study of problems in this field with a tie-iv to their practical solution.
Second. The committee may also exercise its funct;ons for nny inditiduaI, firm, associa-
tion, or corporation within the United States, provided that such individual, &n, association,
or corporation defray the actual cost involved.
Third. The commit tee institutes research, investigation, nnd stud; of problems which, ~
the judgment of its members or of the membe~ of its various subcommittees, are needful and
tirue~yfor the ad-ragce of the science and art of aeronautics in its wmious branches.
Fourth. The committee keeps itself ad~ised of the progress made in research and tixperi-
menttd work in aeronautics in all parts of the -world, particularly in England, France, Italy,
Germany, Austria, arid Canada.
Fifth. The information thus gathered is brought to the attention of the wirious subcom-
mitte~ for consideration in connection with the preparation of programs for research and
experimental work in this country. This information is also made available promptly to the
military and naval air services and other branches of the Government, and such as is not con-
fidential is immediately released to university laboratories and aircraft manufacturers inter-
ested in the study of speciiic problems, and also to the public.
9
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Sixth. The committee holds itself at the s.ervice.d ..the.Presidenfi, the congress, and the
executive departments of the Government for the.consideration. of special problems which tiay
be referred to it, such as organization of governmental activities in aeronautics, recommendat-
ions as to proper action under the Chn-rention for th~ Regulation of Inte~ational Air Navi-
,Yation,qumtions of policy regar~ing the reguhltion and developmcmt of civil aviation: advancedm
education in aerommtical engineering, etc.
ORGANIZATIONOF THE COMMITTEE.
The committee has 12 members, appointed by the President., The law provides that the
persomel of the committee shall consist of two members fmm the W@ Department, from tie
office in charge of military aeronautics; two members from the Navy Department, from the
office in charge of naval aeronautics; a representative each of the Smithsonian lnstitutiOfi,.Of
the United States Weather Bureau, and of the Unit@ States Bureau of Standards; and not
more than five additional persons acquainted with the needs of aeronautical science, e@cr civil
or military, or stied in aeronautical engineering or its allied sciences All members aa such
serve without compensation.
During the past year Rear Admid William A, Moilett, Chief of the Bureau of Aeronautics
in the Navy Department, was appointed by the President to rn-b~p on the committee to
succeed Capt. T. T. Craven. The President has also appointed to membemhip on the committee
Maj. Gen. Maeori M. Patrick, who succeeded Maj. Gen, Charles T. Menoher as Chief of the Air
Seryice of the Army.
The full committee nieets twice a year, the annual meeting being ,held ig October and the
semiannual meeting in Aptil. The present report includes the activities of &hecommittee be.
tween the.annual meeting held on October 7, 1920, and that held on Octaber 6, 1921. .
The mwent organization of the committae is as follows:
For
bharles D.-Walcott, SIC.D., chairman.
S. W. Stratton, SC, D., secretary.
Joseph S. Ames, Ph. D.
Maj. Thurman H. Bane, Unittid Stat* Army.
William F. Durand, Ph. D.
John F. Haj-ford, C. E.
Charles F. Marvin, M. E.
Rear Admiral William A. Moffett, Unitw States Na~. “
Maj. Gen. Mason M: Patrick, United States Army. .
Michael I. Pupin, Ph. D.
Rear Admiral D W. Taylor, United Sttites Navy.
Orville Wright, B. S.
—
THE EXECUTIVECOMMITTEE.
carrying out the work of the Advisory Committee tie regulationa provide for the
election annu-allyof an ~~ecutive committee, to consist of seven members, and to include fur-
ther any member of the Advisory Ckmrmitteenot othertie a member of the .ewutive co~tte~
but resiclont in or near Washingti~and giving his time wholly or chiefly to the special work qf
the committee. The present organization of the executive commltteo is as follows:
JoscplI S, Ames, Ph. D., chairman.
S. W. Stratton, Se.”D., secretary.
Maj, Thurman H. Barie, United States”hmy.
John F. Hay-ford, C. E.
Charles F. Marvin, M. E.
—
Rear AdmiraI William A. Moffett, United States Navy.
Maj, Gen. Mason M. I?atrick, United States Army.
Rear Admiral D. W. Taylor, United States Navy.
Charles D. Wahott, Sc. D.
-,
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The executive committee, in accordance -with the generaI “instructions of the Advisory
Committee, exercises the functions prescribed by law for the whole committee, administers the
dfairs of the committee, and exercises general supervision over alI its activities. The executive
committee held re=gpdarmonthly meetings throughout the year, and in addition held five,special
meetin.gs,on the follow&m dates: October 7, 1920; January 27, April 4, April S, and June 30,
19~1-
The executive committee has organized the necessary ck.rical and technical staffs for han-
dlirg the work of the committee proper. General responsibility for the execution of the pro-
grams and policies approved by the emxutive committee is vested in the executive officer, Mr.
George W. Lewis. In the subdivision of general duties he has immediate charge of the scien-
titic and technical work of the committee, being directly responsible to the chairman of the
executive committee! Dr. Joseph S. AR& The assistant secretary, Mr. Job F. Yictory, has ~
charge of administration and personnel matters, property, and disbursements, under the direct-
ccmtrol of the secretary of the committee, Dr. S. W. Stratton.
SUBC03L3flTTElW.
The executive commit teahas organiz~ six standing subcommittees, divided into two classes,
administrative and technicaI, as follows:
..WMt?iiTR.iTIYE. I TECIINTC.ti.
Personnel, buildings, and equipment. Aerodynamics.
! Po~er plants for “iircraft.Publications and intel.ligenc&
Governmental reIations. ! Materials for aircraft.
The organization and work of the technical subcommittees me co-iered in the reporfs of
those commit tees appearing in anotheryart. of this report. A statement of the organization and
functions of the administrative subcommittees follows: .
COMMITTEE ON PERSONNEL, BUILDINGS, AND EQUIPMENT.
FU?iC?TI021S.
1. To handIe all matters relating to personnel, including the employment, pro~otion, dis-
charge, and duties of all employees. .
2. To consider questions referred to it and make recommendations regarding the initiation
of projects concerning t-heerection or alteration of laboratories and the equipment of labora-
tories and offices.
3. To meet from time to time on the calI of the chairman, and report its actions and recom-
mendations to the executive committee.
I
4. To supertise such construction and equipment work as may be-authorized by the execu-
tive committee.
ORGA?iXATTOX.
Dr. Joseph S. ties, chairman.
Dr. S. ~. Stratton, vice chairman;.
Prof. Charles F. Marvin.
.J. F. Victory, secret ar~.
COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS AND LNTELIJGENCE.
FIJXCTIONS.
1. ‘l’he collection, cIas@cation, and diffusion of technical knowledge on the subject of
aeronautics, including th; results of research and experimental woqk done in all parts of the
world.
2. The encouragement of”the study of the subject of aeronautics in institutions of learning.
3. Supervision of the office of aeronautical intelligence.
-.
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4. Supervision of the committee’s foreign office in Paris.
5. The colhmtion and preparation for publication of the tachnical reports, technical notes, “
and annual report of the committee. .-
ORGANIZATION.
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman.
Prof. Charles F. Marvin, vice chairman.
Miss If. M. Muller, sec.retmy.
COMMI’ITEE ON GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS.
FUNCTIONS.
1. Relations of the committee with executive departments and other branchw of the ...
Government.
Z. Governmental relations with civil agencies. ., .- —
ORGANIZATION.
,,
Dr. Charles D. Walcott, chairman.
Dr. S. W. Stratton,
.-
J. F. Victory, secretmy.
AVIATION BOMBING TESTS.
The sinking of former German warships in the aviation bombing tests held off the capes of
the Chesapeake in June and July, 1921, demo”mtrated that warships of all typu are vuJnernblc .”” ..
to attack from the air, and that aircraft maybe advmtag~ously employed in the dete~e of ow ..
coasts and in engagements with enemy fleets on thekgh seas. Even, in naval engaga~n ts on
the high se~s at such distances from shore. hat co.~~efe~e aircr~t could not PartlciPateJ
—.
aircraft will be employed by the contending fleets. The Navy, therefore, should dovelop air-
plane carrierswhich must provide means for airmft tQtake off wd ~ight d~r% WIew%emen~” ___ _
The Navy has developed a catapult launching device and is also experimenting with the dcck-
landing problem. It is. esseutial, in the judgment of, the committee, that Congress authorize
the construction of specially designed airplane carr@a.
.
T.-
l
FEDERAL REGULATION OF AIR NAVIGATION - AIR ROUTES TO COVER. THE WHOLE UNITED . -
STATES - COOPERATION AIWNG GOVERNMENT DE~&tTMENT~ CONCERNED WITH AVIATION. r. ----
The committee renews its pre-rioue recommendations for the establishment of a bureau of
air navigation in the Department of Commerce, for the Federal regulation and licensing of air
navigation, and to aid generally in the development of commercial aviation. The committee
is not unmindful of the legal senthaent that a constitutional amendment should first be adopted
before such legislation is enacted, on the ground that. effective regulation of air navigation as
proposed would otherwisa be unconstitutional ss tichting the righ~ of private property find
encroaching upon the rights of the States. To postpone such legislation until a constitutional
timendment can be proposed and rati.tiedwould have the effe~t of greatly retarding the doveL
opment of commercial aviation, with no assurance:that sufficient popular interest would ever
he aroused to accomplish such an amcmlrne.nt. The_conrnittee @ of the.opinion that the.most
vffective course to.be.followed for the.development of aviation would be to @t enact the legis-
lation deemed neccasary for the Federal regulation of air navigation and the encouragement
of the development of civil. aviation) and let the-question- of the co~titutions-litS’ Qf.such
legislation be tested in due course. In the meantime, there would be development-in civil and
commercial aviation, and if eventually the legislation which made possible such development
should .be definitely determined to be unconstitutio~ there.would then, in all probability, be
sufllcient public intereat in the subject and popular demand to adopt an amendment to the
Constitution.
---—.. —
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President Hardin~ in his fit address to Congress on April 12, 1921, stated that the recom-
mendation of the committee to provide for Federal regulation of air navigation ought to have
legislative approval. There is virtwd unanimity in aeronautical circles that (hgress should.
e-stabIisha bureau of air navigation in the Department of Commerce for the Federal regulation
of air navigation, for the &tablishment of airways, and in general for the development of civil
and commercial aviation in dl parts of the country.
On April 1, 1921, the President mrote the following letter to the chairman of the committee:
THElVEITEHOUSE,
WiaMngton, April 1, 19Z1.
Dr. CHAELESD. W-m, -
Chairman iVatwnal Aduisoy Committee for AeranmtI&,
ww iVaLyBuiiding, l%shington, D- c-
DEARDE. WAJ.CCTY:It is desired that you immediddy organize a submmmittee of the National Adviscny Com-
mittee for Aeronauti@ with repreizwntativesfrom the War, fi’a~, P@ Oftice, and Commerce Departmen@ and civif
life; that the subcommittee take up vigorously and fully the queetion of Federal regdation of air navigation, air routes
to cover the whole UnitedStates,and cooperation among the varioue departments of the Government concerned with
wiatio% reporting- *
(a) What can and should be done without further Iegidative action.
(b) What legislative action and appropriations We net+ tQ carry into effect the remrnroendations of the
subcommittee.
Very truly, yoq
~A.lLEENG. -~G.
~ special meeting of the executive committee was promptly called; at whickthe subcom-
mittee was organized in accordance with the President’s request. This sub~mmittee held
meetings in Washington on April 5, 6, 7, and 8, 1921. Its ~eport was approved at another
special meeting of the executive committee, held on ApriI 8, and transmitted to the President
on April 9. The President transmitted the report to the Congress with the followhg letter:
TotheSenate and IIowe of Reprewntatires:
I transmit herewith for the consideration of the Congressa special report of the National Advieory Committee for
Aeronautics, prepared at my request anddealing with Feded regulation of air navigation, air rimteeto cover the whoIe
United States, and ccmperationamong the various departments of the Government concerned -withaviation.
The attention of the Congressis invitd to the etatement of general considerations on a nationaf aviation policy,
and to the committee’s mcam.rnendations for legislative action, which ha~e my approwd.
WARRENG. HARDING.
TEE V%ITE HOUSE,April 19, IWI.
me special report of the committee referred to is as follows:
LYATIOXAI,ADVISORYCOMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS,
Washington, D. C., April 9, 19?1.
The PRESIDENT,
The WhiteHouse.
DEARMR. PRESIDENT:In accordance with your letter of ApriI 1, 19?1, addressed to Dr. CharlesD. ‘Kahmtt, chair-
man of the National AdvisoryCommittee for .ierm.autica, this committee organiz~ a speciaf subcommittee on Federal
re@ation of air navigation, = follows:
war Department: 3faj. Gem C. T. Menoher, United StateeArmy; lfaj. W. G. Kifner, United States Army.
Naw Department: Rear AdmiraI D. W. TayIor, United States Na\~; Commander Kenneth Whiting, United
States Na\~.
Post Office Department: Mr. E. C. ZOII,Mr. C. I. Stanton.
Department of Commerce: Dr. S. IV. S&atton, Mr. E. T. Chamberlain.
Repreeentativa~from civiI Iifw Mr. Sidney ‘iValdon,Mr. F. H. Russell, IIr. Glenn L. Martin.
Dr. (Marles D. ‘i’i%dcott,chairmau.
Mr. J. F. Victory, Sacre@-.
This subcommittee hss taken up, ss }-OUdirected, the question of Federal rqdation of air navigation, air routes
to cover the whole L’nited States, and cooperation among the various departments of the Government concerned with
aviation, and, in adtition, the two .questionespecified in your letter:
“(a) What can and should be done without further legidati~e action.
“(b] What Ie@ative action and appropriations are necessary to carry into effect the recommendation of the sub-
committee. n l
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l
The report of this subcommittee fEae follows:
The folIowing generaI conaide.mtionson &national &ation p@cy are recom~ended:
1. Aviation is inaeparable from the natiomd defense. It iEnecmary to the succeaa of both the Army and tlm”
Navy. Each should have complete contrcdof the character and .operatiom of its own air service.
2. Aeronautic ia a canparatively new science capable of such tremendous and rapid ~evi$lopment th~tjt k of
vital importance, in tinm of peace, to make the greatest possible progrws in the science itself. Everything should be
done to stimulate invention and to encourage the practical use of aircraft of afl kinde and of all the equipment and
applianwranecwarmyorincidentd thereto.
3. It ia CC&derwf impracticable in time of peace to maintairi a large =ed air force, but it ia considered impcm-
tive that vm maintain a sufEcient nucleue of available peraonnd, including organized reserves,and of adequate equip-
ment of the mcd modern type ae a foundation upoh which to build at the outbreak of war.
4. It ie esed.ial that comnmcial aviation be fostered and encouraged in harmony with the military and mavtd
aviation policies and pmgmrns. The development of aviation aea whole wilI be made with the minimum of expense
to the Government through the adoption of a wise and conetructi7e policy for the upbuilding of commercial aviation,
5. The air rnd aemice.is an important initial step in the dmelopment of civil and commercial aviation. It muet – -
he maintained and extended as rapidly aapomilrki,not only to camy the maiIs but to Lwcwmca potontial war rcacm’e.
U. It is a pressing duty of the f%dcral Government to r@a@ air navigation; ofhcrwiee inchqwndcnt and COD-
.—
tlicting legislation by the varioue Stat- will be enacted and hamper Qm development of aviation. For this purpose
a bufeau of aeronautics should bo oatabliehed in the.Department tiLCommerce,by legislation similar to the Kahn bill
as mod&d. (Sco draft of bill taken from Sixth AnnnaI Report of the National Advisory @remittee for Aeronautics,
-.
Appendix A;) ,.
7. Approved policies with respect to the encouragement and-~evelopment of commercial aviation should be car-
ried out by the Department o! (lommeme. . .
8. The Army Air Service should be continued rwa coordinate combatant branch of the Army. Ita existing organ- ‘”-~
.- .-..
ization should ~ used in cooperation with the Navy, Post Office, and other governmental agencies in the prompt wtd-
liehment of national continental airways ,and in cooperation with the States and municipalities in the eetaldiehrncnt
of iocal airdromee. ~andingfielda,andother neceamy facilities.
9. The Naval Air Service and thetontml of nawd activities h aeronautics ehould .be centralized in a bureau of
aeronautics in the IVavyDepartment.
10. The continuotw prosecution of acientiiic research in aeronautic ia now provided for by the National Advisory
.
Cammittee for Aeronautic, mtabliahed by lhw in .1915, and had questione of poIicy regarding the coordinatirm of
the activities of aIl governmental agencies concerned wikh aemlkutics ehwdd bs mfcrred to that cmmittoo for
wwideration and recommendation.
11. The National -4&isory Oommittee for Aeronautic should have authority tu mcbmmend to the heads of the
departmeuta concerned on .quwtione of policy regarding the development of aviation, and to recommend tIJdepart-
mental heade ddrable umdertaldngeor developments in the fieldfi aviation. To provide for the mom effective &- ..
charge of thwe functione, the chief of the air mail zervice of the I@t Office Department and the chief of the proposed
Bureau of Aeronautics in the Department of Commerce should be membem of the committee.
12. Under thie poli@, there would bean Army Air %mice un&r the Secretary of War; a liawd Air Service under
the Secretary of the Navy; witi ita activities centralized in a Bureau of Aeronautics in the Navy Department; an air
maiI .wrvice under the Pwtmaster General; a burexiuof aeronautics for the Rgulation of air navigation, under the
Secretary of (kunmerce, and for carrying out euch policies ae may be adopted for the encouragement and upbuikfing
of civil and commercial aviation; a National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for the coutiuuoua proeorution of
scientific rmearrh iu aerouiwtim, and. in fin slhisory caprwity, the wordinat ion of alI aeronautical activitka of the
Gwerurnent.
Referring apccitical~y to tie detailed qucstiona under the three hcadinge, narneIy, (L) “FcdmvJ ro&lation of air
navigation,” @J “Air routes to cwver the whole ‘United States,” (3) “ Ccmpemtionamong the various dul]artnwut~of
the Govcrnnmnt cxxwcrned with aviation, ” the committoe reports ae followe:
1. I?EDEEALREGULATIONOF Am NAVIGATION.
--
—
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(a) Federal regdation of air navigation can not be accompliehed under existing lawe. Smuggling and other illegal
ueasof aircraft ctin be prevented in a measure,
.-<
(b) It ia recommendeithat a bureau of aeronautic be eatab&ed in the Department of Commerce (sul.Mantially
along the lines of the Kahn bill as modified) for the reO@ation of air navig@ion and for carrying out such policiee as may .
be adopted for the encouraging and upbuilding of civil and com~ial ayia~~on,and that an &timate of $200,000 be ~~
submitted for the fiscal year 1922,
?. ArR ROUTESTO COVERTHE‘iVHOLEUNITEDsmmia.
(a) The Post Office Department iEspecifically authorized to”eatablieh an air rotitc betmmm New York and San .
Flancieco. !!,’hereia same question aEta whether exieling laws permit it to eatabliah other routes.
The Army haa no specitic authority of law to estab~h air rou@ but hw chtied ae~en important mail airways
aflfollowe:
1. One route fmm Augueta, lfe., to Camp Lewie, Wash.
.
2. One from Washington, D. C., to San I?ranciaco,Oalif.
REPORT NATIONAL ADTI.SOEYCOM311TTEE FOR
3.he from Savannah, Ga., to San Di~, CSIif.
4. One from Augusta, Me., ta Warn& Fla.
5. One from Camp Lew-& Wash., to San Diego, Cahf.
6. One from IAredo, ‘f!ex., to Fargo, N. Dak.
7. One from Chi~Oo, Ill., to Baton Rouge, La”.
fb%art, Appendix B, shows these routes.)
AERONAUTTGS. 15
lb} In order to enabIe the Army to carry forward ita program of air routss to cover the whole United Stat% it is
recommended that an appropriation of $2,c00,00rIbe made availabIe during a period of two years.
Attention is drawn to “Neanary serological service and estimate of c&s,” Appendix C. It is recommended
that such portions of the appropriations aeked for as ate necesary to give aerdogical semice on the approximately
4,M0 miles of afrnud routesnow in comrnkeion be made available, and that the funds to cover additional stations along
the national continental air routes to cover the whoIe United States be made available as fast as the need is indicated
by the kmy and the Pm%Office Department.
It is recommended that legislation b enact&f which will ddhitelyauthorize the Poet Office Department to wtab-
Ii+ air mail routes between Chicago, Minneapolie, and St. Paul, and between Chicagg and St. Ltiq, and such other
sir mrdi rout- as may be determined by the P&master General as the need for them arises, takiug full advantage,
wherever practicable, of e&tLy or contemplated airways.
3. COOPERATIONAxo~G THE I’ARIOUSDEPABTMFXTSOFTHE GOVEEKHEKTCONCERNMwrrR AVLAITOX.
ia} Cooperationamong the airsertices of the &rny, Na~, and Pat Office with Ccastand Geodetic Survey, Bureau
of Fisheries, OonstGuard, Weather Bureau, Geological Survey, and forest patrol service is being carried on with &@-
lent resul~ as shown in Appendix D.
It is recommended that the president direct the NationalAdvisory Committee for Aeronautics h appoint a sub-
committee composed of rep=entdives of the ‘iVar,Navy, Peat Office, and Commerce Departments, and two civilians
representing the aircraft imdustry, who shall survey the engineering and production facilities of the aircraft induetry
and shall recommend a policy Cakufatd to sustain and develop the induetry to meet the needs of the Government.
{b) Attention is drawn to the memorandum on forest fie patrol, Appendix E. It is recommended that the funde
($2L7,151)and pemonnel add for be made avaiIable for the purpme spe@fed.
In summing up this report, permit me to emph~size the immedia@ need of Iegielation tn provide fok
First. A nawd airservfce under the Secretary of the Navy, with its activities centralized in a bureau of aeronautics
ip the Navy Department.
Second. A bureau of aeronautics under the Secretary of Commerce for the regulation of air navigation and the
encoura=wmeutand upbuihiing of. civil and commercial aviation.
Third. The development of a system of national continental air routes to cover the whole Uuited -Statesand to
include the meteorobgical service =ntial thereto.
Fourth. The extension of the air mail eervice.
Fifth. Making the chief of the airmail service and the chief of the propcaed bureau of aeronautics of the Depart-
ment of Commerce membem of the Xationd Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
RwpectfuUy submitted.
NATIOKU ADVISOXY~OM?APITEEFOR AI?EOIiAWCe.
C. D. WALCOTT,Choirmon.
APPE2.iiIXIZ9.
A. Draft of modified Kahn biI1.
B. Continental airways and approximate cceta.
C. ?i~ serological service and estimate of ccets.’
D. Cooperation among the various departments of the Go\-ernmentconcerned with aviation.
E.” Cooperation of War and Agricultural Departments and operating cmt of fared tire patrol. 8
REFOETOF SUBCOMMITTEEox FEDERALREGULATIONOF An NAVIGATION,ETC., NATIONALADVISORY130MWTTEE .-
FORA~EOIiAUTZCS.
APPENDIX ~. ‘
. D~ OF MODIFIEDWN BILL.
[Nom.-The modilied Kahn biff referred to is not here reproduced, having been previously printed in the corn- ‘
mittee’s sixth annual report. The bilf was introduced in the 6rst -on of the Sixty-seventh Ccmgressby Repro ‘
sentative Hicks of New York, and is now known as the Hicks biIl (H. R. 271).]
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.
REPORTOY%BCOMMIIITEEON FEDEEALREGULATIONor Am IQYIQATION,Em., NATIONALADVISORYCOMMmrEB
IWR AEEOIiAUTICS.
AFPENDIX B.
CONTINENTALAIRWAYL3ANDAPPBOXRdAT~COSTS. ,
[By Air Service of theArmy.]
Seven important main airwa~ have been charted, and by utiKzing Government airdromeealready existing theee.
airways make the air net complete for the United Statee.
One route from the State of l@ine to the State of Washington .covere the following ststione:
Augusta, Me., municipal. Winonit, Minn., municipal.
PIatteburg, N. Y., Government, not Air Service. St. PauI, Minn., Government, not Air Service.
Binghamton, N. Y., municipal. - Fargo, N. Dak., municipaI.
Buffalo, N. Y., private. Portal, N. Dak., municipal.
Cleveland, Ohio, private. 3file9 City, Mont., Government, not Air Service.
Detroit, Mich., Air Service. Mimoula, Mont., municipl.
Bryan, Ohio, municipal. Spokane, Wash., private.
Chicago, 111.,Government, not Ah Service. Camp Lewis, Wash., Government, not Air Serwice. ..
One transcontinental route from Washington, D. C., to San Fi%ncieco, Calif.:
Boiling Field, Anacostia, D. C., Air Service.
Moundsville, W. Vs., municipal.
Day-km,Ohio, Air Service. -
Speedway, Indianapiie, Ind., Air Service.
Rant@ Ill., Air Servide.
DESMoinw, IOWR,municiprd.
Omaha, Nebr., Govermuent, not Air Service. . .
Hsetings, Nobr., municipal.
One routefrom Savannah, G-a.,ta San Diego, Calif.:
Savannah, Ga., munici@.
Camp BenDing, Ga., Air Service.
Montgomery, Ala., Air Savice.
Baton Rouge, La., municipal.
Lake Charlee,La., municipaI.
Honeto~ Tex, Air Service.
San Antonio, Tex., Air Service.
Def Rio, Tex., Air Service.
Oue route north to south on the .4tlantic coast: \
Augusta, Me., already mentioned.
Boston, Mare., municipal.
Mit.chelField, bng Ishmd, Air Service.
Bustleton, Pa., Government, not Air Service.
Aberdeen, Md., Air Service.
Baltimore, Md., municipal.
Washington, D. C., Air Service..
Langley Field, Vs., Air Service.
One route along the Ptitic coeet:
Oamp Lewis, Wash., already mentioned.
Portland, Greg., municipal.
Red Bluffs, Calif., Government, not Air Service.
Sacramento, Cal&, already mentioned.
One middle route from north to south:
Laredo, Tex., Air Service.”
San Antonio, Tex., already mentioned.
Dallas, Tex., Air Service.
Waco, Tex., municipal.
Wichita Falls, Tex., municipl.
Post Field, OkIs,, h“%rvice.
-.
St$Pafil, Nebr., municipal.
Oheyenne, Wye., Govanfnent, not Air S&ice.
Rfbwliiiii~W’yo., municipal.
Salt Like CMy~Utah, municiptd.
Efko, Nev., municipal.
Sacramento, Calif., Air Service.
San Francieco, Calif,, Air Service.
Sandermn, Tex., municipal.
El P&, Tex., Government, not Air.Service.
Doughts, Ariz., Govwr.mmnt,not .kfr Service.
Tuceon, Ariz., municipal.
Phoenix, Ark, muniapal.
Yuma, Ariz., Governmaut, not Air Service. — ., .—
San Diego, Oalif., Air Service.
-.
Camp Bragg, N. C,, Air Service.
r -.
Camp ikckwn, S. C., Air Service.
—
Savannah, Ga., already mentiowd.
Jidrermville, Fla., Government, no~Air Service. --
.Daytona, Fla., mnnicipd
Carlstmm Field, F14., Air Service.
Miami, l?Ia., Air Service.
l?reno~lif,, private.
—.
Rivereide, (!alif.} Air Service.
-San Dkgo, Oalif., already mmtioned.
- ----
LittIe Rock, Axk,, municipal.
Tulm, Okk,pfivuf.e.
Leav6Bworth, Kane., Government, not Air Service.
Omaha, Nebr., Govamment; not Air Swvice.- “
--
Aberdeen, S. Dak., municipal.
Fargo,”N. Dak., already mentioned.
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In the establishment of these airways it is found that the various municipality are usually glad tO contribute
the actuaI landing fields if the Federal Government wilI furnish the nerxsmry equipment to operate such&field. The
im=tdlation prorided wilf depend hugely upon the number of rserve pereonnel’in the immediate ~-icinity that would ~.
rely upon t& instdlstiorr for their flying training.
The type inatzdlationis as fallows:
Iwingcone with proper support and field whr T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150
lwell with pump, lM-~lIon ti& . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-... _-&------------------------------------------------- ~O(HI
1 huiklirgr 25 by 100 feet, ta contain the field-office l~k~, meteorohgical ofie and emergency hmpitrd and
forussas amachine shop, supply st,oruge,and workroom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---------------------------------- 25,(03
ll~iltad,appmxtitdy~~llom, tithpump . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750
loil house, 10fWt~u .-. _-.. -.------- ..- . . . . . . ------------------------------------------------------- )350
lWtirnti appm*ateIyl,~~llom c%~ity, tithpmp . . . . . . . . . . . . -------------------------------- 1,000
lhanger, ateeI, eize66 by120 feet, with ateelfoldingorsli~ doom andcernent floora . . . . ----------------- 35,0CXI
Toti . . . . . . ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 63,750
It will he noted that in this type L@.aIIation only one hanger is furnkhed. In many awes it wilI be mcesary to
have at least three hangars. In centers like PhiIadelpbia and Boston this means the addition of $70,000 to the abme
amount.
It is estimated that to establish completely this propcsed net would cost approximately $2,LXM,0tKt.In the estimate
for the flacal year 1!322there m. reque+.ed H,tXlO,MOas a start on this proposedscheme. It wm d~red to begin with
‘the mmt important centers, such u Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimnre, Chicago, St. Paul, MiM., Denver, CO1O.,Karuas
(~ity, and Seattle, ITm=h.
REPOETor SUBCO~~ITTEEox FEDEBALR~GUUTIONOFkrz NAT-IGATXON.ETC., thTIONAL~DVISOBYCOMMITTEE-
.
FOR.kEEO?WUTICS.
~PPEWIX C,
XECESSAP.YSEROLOGICALSEEVICEANDESTHATEOFCOSTS.
A rationaf development of any program of navigation of the air must recognim mete=mulogyand weather forec@ing
a: a fundament.d factor of greatbwrt.ante. The Weather Bureau wm originally created by joint resolution of Congg~
approved February 9, 1870,placing the organization under the Chief Signal Officer of the &my, in the War DepartrnenL
where it remained and developed for a period of about 20 years.
ortosma ACT.
The joint resolution was superseded by legislation entitkl “AU act to incrww the e5ciency and reduce the
expwmes of the Signal Corps of the ky. and to tram”ferthe Weather Senice to the Department of Agriculture.”
(Act. Oct. 1, 1920, ch. 1266, 266 Stat., Ml)
T& organic act l.wcame effective July 1, 1891, and defines and outlinm the lunctions and dut.k of the Ti’eather
Bureau very Comprehensively and ftiy in the following Ianguage.:
“SEC. 3. That the Chief of the Weather Burerul, under the direction of the %retmy of Agriculture, Oriand after
July 1, 1S91,shall have charge of the forec=t@ of weather, the imue of atorrpwamiugs, the di@ay of weather and
tio+xfsignah forthe benefitof &gicultUe, commerce, and na@ation, the gauging and reporting of rivers, the maintenance
and operation of ma co=t telegraph lines and the collection and - =mkion of marine intelIigerwe for the benetlt of
commerce and navigation. the reporting of temperature and IRMW conditions for the cotton interests, the dkplay of
frostand coId-wave ‘g, the distribution of metmolo@csl information in’the interests of agriculture and commerce,
and the takiDg of such meteorological observations ~’ maY be neccseary to es%bliah and record the climatic conditions
of the Unitd States, or as me cssentifd for the proper execution of the foregoing duti~.”
With the practical dewlopment of navigation of the air a new demand was at once made upon the Weather Bureau
for semice in aid of aviation, and it ~ conat~ed that the words of the oenic act “for the benefit of agriculture, com-
merce, and navigation” ob~iously includes na~tigationof the air as welf aq of the oceans and inland wateiwa}=. Con-
g- itself hM in effect subscribed h this construction Of the law, becfm= in 1917 an appropriation ww made for the
c.mluct of this work under the following languagw.
“For the establishment and maintenanceby the Weather Bureau of additional aerokgkal stations, for obser~,
mewuirg, and iuvwtigab atmospheric phenomena in the aid of aeronautics, including salari% travel, and other
expense in the city of J%d@ton and elsewhere.”
This appropriation was fit includ~ in theactma- appropriationfor the suPPortof the Army for the &caf
Yearenfig Juneso, 191S, ~d h.m ~~uentl~ kn CO~tinUdinthemud appropriationbills for the Weather
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AUTKOEUTYOFJAW XOW ~EQUATE.
It is believed the fo~iug completely establishes that the V/eather Bureau h~s fufl exieting authority of law for
the conduct of meteorological work of every character required for aeronautics, and under these laws the fm&au has
been conducting as large a program of work se is possible with the funds availabIe.
hcBTEOROL43GY.ANDWEATHERFORECASTINGA UNIT.
In the organizationof Government operationsand activitiw with referenceto meteorology and aviation, it i~deemed
to be a fundamental proposition that the whoIe problem of meteorological adyices and warningeconstitute a utit, for
thie eervice can only be administered when a comprehensive sy~tem of observation are available from a network of
stationefutihing the fullest possible data concerning the conditiom of the atmwphere, not only over the mntinentd
but over the oceans and at all altitudes acce.mible.
On this principle, prior to the war, the Ti7eatherBureau rec~ved by int&national cooperation, repmta from the
entire Northern Hemisphere and publishwf a daily weather map of the same. This ser ce, suspended by the war, is
now only prwtly reetored. For W years the Weather Bureu h~ been an essentiaI unit deaIing with metcorvlogj .
Segregation of eeeential functions and activit.k, or the ssignrnent of potilone of iti work ta other organizations, can
not be accomplished without km of e~lciency or great increase in coat and duplication and conflict of effort, becauec
the fundamental ayatemof complete observations and reportsmust be available for study and application by an agency
attempting to furnish advicee and.forecaeta.
POL1OYAXDPROQIMIII.
Any programof meteorological work in aid of aeronautics is neceeearilyvery intimately aeeociatedand interlocked
with generalmetecudogic.alworlq forecaats,warnings, and advic& of every character. For this service it ie fundamen-
tally emmtial to maintain a comprehensive networlc of etation~=er the ent& “&ntinental area of tie United States
from which obeervationaand reports are regularly and systematically received, including obmr+ations of the-free air.
Where pmcticable, by international cooperation and otherwise, such reports mmt be supplemented by reports from
the other continents and the oceane.
In the specific interests of aviation this system of etations mu.%includo stations for the making of obecrvationa in
the free air by,the use of Mea, balloons, and other agenciw.. At~reaent only six completely equipped stationaare in
operation, supplement.dd by a.small nymber of stationa at which only piIot ballo& observations are made. fiporta
furnish twice daily the direction and velocity of motion of the free air in different altitudea at from about 600rnet~ ta
about 9,000 or 4,000 mders almve the eurface of the earth, &a@ are tele@aphed promptly h Washington twice a
day and are used in furniehhg daily forecaeteand warnings,which are cent to the aviation branehw of the Army, the
Navy, the Poet Office Department, aeronautical clubs, and all civilian interests who can utilizo and desire the wlvires
and information.
R-mat appropriufion.z.-The amount of money expended for all purposes identified immediately with the expir-
ation of the free air is at preeont $S1,U20,this being the total of the appropriation for the year 1920-21. For 1921-22
the same appropriation, $81,020, ie available.
The above aumis supplemental to the generaIappropriations of the -WeatherBureau for all purposes, and the general
reeourcw of the Weather.Ihresu are, of coum% available to supplement the actual sum appropriated for aviation pur-
poea.
ILESUL~NOWBEINGOBTNKEn.
.—T,
Prior to 1917 the Weather Bureau conducted a single oxation etation for the rmplorationof the upper air and
published resulteof theM observations more or Iessin detfil in the bulletins of the ~fount Weather Observatory. SYub-
aequently it issued a five-year eummary of thesa ohservatiogs,.givJngdetails of upper r@ conditions. These remdtaare
very valuable and were greatly in demand by artilkrists, aeronauts, and othereduring the period of the war and WCIO
quoted and refereed to in connection with a great many problem dealing with free air.conditione. Upon th~ estab-
lishment of five additional kite stations the observational data began to be publiehed as promptly as pcweildein the
supplement of the Monthly ‘WeatherReview, which aleowerein demand and ueedduring the period of the war. From
lack of funds t@ publication of the supplements M to be suspended, but the free air dab are being anqlyzwl and
studied, and a three-year summary from the six serological WStio~ is in process of compilation. A considerable number
of special studies of frea air phenomena, as ehOWIIby obmvatione, have been tie and the rwulte published in “the
Monthly Weather Review. Systematic forecaets of condition for aoronaute were anonunced to begin D-her 1,
1918. Theee have been. continued ever since and very considerably extended. The whole eerwice of theWeather
Bureau in aid of aviation is in a plastic form, suhjett to, chango and development as experience and needs indicate.
Specific wrv.ice WSErendered in conrwtion with the tmne-AtIgntic flights, both of the iW% and th~ Qritfeh airship,
and on every occaeion of any aeronautical event the Weather Bureau has been.alert to make.itaadvicw and information
directly available and beneficial in every way pomible. —.
PRoPOSALSFOEDEVELOPMENT.
Progma in ~he~eteorological science and its applications rsquirw an accumulation of observational dab of atmos-
pheric phenomena and conditions over a co&deralbe period of time,
Additional 8tat&marw&d.-Eight prfmary stations should be eatablkhed at the earliest pomible date, & bring the
total up to 14. IncIuding cmt of equipment, salari~ telegraphing, and mmrriarizingthe results, these stations would
.
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require an annual expenditure of about $22,500 each. The total coat for the S etatione annually, would be $lS0,000.
At I-t one additiond station ahonld be established each eneuing year untiI a total of 20 primary iitationefor the entire
United States bw been eecnred.
.—
—
--—-
—.
.
ACTUALMETEOROLOGICALSERVICEALO?JGAIEROOYEE.
Whenever an air routs for regnhr traSic ie established, the met.amlogical eeMce necwsary for that particular
route should be aet up even in advance of the time the air route ie in actual practicaf operation. For each 1,000 miles
of independent aiiway .s&abfiehedand put in more or k complete operation the Weather Bnreau ehotid maintain a
concentrated service of such ronk. Thie will require supplemented statione at intern-aleof about 250 rni~ and the
ptin comprehend even additiond reporh from ccqerative obeerver8at intermediate points, giving vieibiIity, local
rloudinesa, equalla, etc., m that at any time an a~tor aIong the ronte would know the actual conditions at placeB
tawardwhich he may be flying. The cost of eetabIiehingaud fully maintaining and operating theeeetationsat intervals
of 250M& is estimated at $5,0Q0each, ora total of $23,000for each independent 1,000mileBof air route. At the preeent
time there are approximately 4,000 rnik of air routs authorized and in more or k-mregular operation. Meteorological
reportsand information are now needed for these aeronautical operationB. In addition, flying ie practiced more or lees
regularly over add~tional coureesabo needing the benefits of meteorological advhm and warninge.
—
—
..—
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aUMMAEY.
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—
-.—
The appropriations -ted to be necwasry ta meet the present and prwpective requirement of aeronautics “ “
within the next five yearnare ae follcnmx
For S prirnmy stations maential ta fundamental studies of conditions in the free atrnoephere. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $lSO,000
%wndary stations for +00 mib of authorized air routes and for special and supplementary flying . . . . . . . . . 220,~
TotIll. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 400,000
—
Annual extenaians.
Iadditional primary @M.ionperyear for 6y&ormti 6aretidd ------------------------------------- $22,6C4
Supplementary etatiorMalong *bliehed air routee for each 1,000 rnile4of contiuoue airway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000
.-:
.-
.——
Total . . . . . . . . . --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Q500
REPORTOFSUBCOMMITTEEONFEDERALREGULATIONFb NAVIGATION,ETC.,l?ATIONALDVISORYCOMMITEE
FOE&RONAUTICY.
.+
fiPENDIX D.
COOPERATIONAXOXGTEEITAFUOCSDnn~~TB OP~XE GOVEENMESTCOXCRENEDwmz AmATIOH.
WAR AND NAVY DEFAETMBhTe.
The cooperation between the.= Services of the kmY and Navy Departments ie prmided by a joint Army and
Xavy aeronautical Ixtard,whcee duty ie to prevent duplication and to eecure coordination in the conetrudon of aircraft
expaimental etatione and all operating air stations ueed by the Army, Navy, or lmth. AH questions relating to the
development of new types of aircraft and weapm.wto be need by aircraft are referred to the aeronautical board to deter-
mine which department Bhould properly be charged with ite development. ..111mattereof procumbent and purchaw
of aircraft and the eatimak for the approprietione for the Army and Navy aviation prograDMare pr-ented to tbia
hrci for review and recommendation before suinnieeion to Congri=. llaining facilities are interchanged and exieting
law provide3 for the interchange of material.
— T---
.
-..—
.—
.——
WAR,NAVY,AliDFOSTOFFICEDEFARTXEXT8.
.-
——
.—
The War, Navy, and Po* Of&e Department ccmperateextemively in the following waye: Surplus aercmauticaf
equipment in pmwwsion of the Army or Navy for which the Pat 05ce Department hae a definite use is tmnsfemed
freely, the Pcz%OtEce Depmtment having the opportunity to obtain thie materiaf More it is offered for sale. Air
msil datiom, eqEcialIy thoee oz the New York-Stm F’rmiciscoairway, are used by the Army md Navy, and in turn
the air nxd service has the w of the by fields, repair depots, and the faciIitiee of the naval aircraft factory. Army,
Xav-y,and air maiI pilots in die- may obtain aseietanceand Bupplieafrom the air stations of each depmtment without
diwrimination. There ie CGmplete interchange of technical and engineering data, opemting reports, and general
information. In addition, the air nuil pilote and mechanica must have psed the Army or Navy aviation phyeical
examination, and in case of qu~ons as to the phyeicd !itnese of any air mail pilot or mechanic he ie ree Xanlined by
the MiIit,aryor Naval Air Service medicd departments. Othergovernmental agenciw, such aethe Bureau of Standarde,
Bureau of Mime, and Weather Bureau, render the technical wistance for which they are especially fitted.
.—
—
.-.
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EXPERIMENTALA14DRESEARCHDEVEKIPMENT.
Cmrdination of experimental and maarch work is provided for by the subcommittees of the NfitiorralAdvimry
Committee for Aeronautic. The organization of the National .Advieory Gynroittee for Aeronautics provides for sub-
committees of power planta for &raft, materials for aircraf$ and Wrodyrm.nica. Each department of the Govern-
rnent, ae well as the diHerent bmn-ch~ of the,aircraft induetry, “m reprmented in the membership of the variom sub-
committees. The proposed and active research and experimental development of each governmental department k
reported to the mbcomrnittea, thue preventing unnecmaary duplication. The subcom.mittew further prov-idemeam
of exchange of information and ideas which perrnitathe induetry and the varioue department to familiarize themselves
with the researchthat is in progrem.
-.
NAV’PANDDEPARTMENTOr?COMMERCE.
(a) GeorikticS_.—The Air servi~ of the Navy ie now engaged in mapping the Wsimippi DeIta for the Coaet
and Geodetic Survey, and hae compIeted the mapping of swamps in South Carolina for the came eervice.
(b) The Bureau of llslw-ia.-Tho Navy ha demonstrated& the Bureau of Fieh@~ the practicx+hilityof locating
echooIe of fieh and repxting their location to fiehermem Thie service hae baen extended to the Pint where it w’m “~” .:
shown that it would be practicable to maintain an airplane eer?ice for this purpoee. —,.
XAVY AliDTREASURYDEPARTMENT.
(a) Coaet Guw&-The Navy Air Service hae cooperated with the Coaet Guard in the &ining of pilote and the
transferof equipment to thie organization. ——-- _
NAVYANDDEPARTllEXTOF Agriculture.
(a) WeatherBureau.-The Weather Bureau hae cooperated to the extent of ite facilities in providing meteorological
information ta the Na~, A metoorologicd interdepartmental comrnit@e_@ @n organized to cocydinate the needs ._. _ .._
and services of all tho governmental department operating airplanes.
WARDEPARTMENTA DDEPARTMENTORAGRICULTURE.
(aj Fore.et&ruke,-An aerial survey ie being made of the recent Ol~pic blow down of the State of Washington,
where over 8,000,000,000kard feet of timber has been dwtioyed. Forest fire patrol will be continued and will require
approximately 1,000,@10mih of flying per year.
. .
(b) Bureau of Farm Management.-Photagraphe have bee~”made of agricultural dietricta in order to obtain phc-
~phs by meane of which farm management @d development may be impmved.
(c) Bureau of Entornalogy.-Variom areashave been photographed for the Bureau of Entomology and experimenie ‘ “-- -‘-
are being made for the puqme of locating rueteporm in the upper air currente.
(d) WiatherBureau.—The Air Servicer hae cooperated with the Weather Bureau in various capacitiw, especially
-.
in connect.ioh with obtaining meteorologic.d infowtion. _. .,
WARDEPARTXBNTANDTREASURYDEPARTMENT.
Aerial photograph of various mesa are l@ng made for the uee of the United Statw PuMic Heal& Service. . ~ .:.
WAR DEPART31EWI’ANDDEPA~MEHTOFTEEINTERIOR.
fieological Swvey.-Goologicaf aurveye are being made of varioue mom such ae Bibb C’qnty, Ga,, Greater New -– -- -.
York, New York Harbor, 2,708 square milee in North Carolina, aorne4,000 square mike in the vianity of I@ Angcloe,
and many other ar~ totaling some 20,@30square mik. For the same department the Air Service ie W&rating
with the director of national parke and the chief of the RecIaroation Service. ..
WARDEPARTMENTAXD DEPARTMENTOFCOMMERCE.
Coaetand Gt=odetrkShrvy.-Areaa near the head of the Ch~a~ke Bay, Atlantic City, and Florida Reefe are being
photographed from the air; &w the coast of New Jemey, from Cape May tu Srmdy Hook. By means of aerial phob
graphs a revieion of the chartaof the James River from HamptonRoadatoRichmondandthecoaetlinesQ@wth@ro-
lina, C%xgia, and FIorida are being accomplished. Aerial photograph of varioue formt areaa,public buiklinge, rivers,
and cities are being taken whenever facilities become availabls. Among the important examplw of this type of work
may be quotad: l?or@ areasof the Adirondack region and the.State of Po~ylvania, public Imildinge anfl grounde of
the District of Oolumbia, 1,200 miles of the Red River Baain between the States of Oklahoma and Tpxaa, and the Te+ -, _
nemm River Baein, Photographsfor the secretaryof the Commimionof Fine Arts are l.reingmade h aid him in planfing
the new botanic gardene.
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REPORTOFSUECOMMIITEEONFEDEIULREGULATIONOF kn IYAVIGATION,ETC.,NATIONALk.wIsoRYCOMMITTEE
FoEAERONAUTICS.
~PPEXDIX E.
CCM3PERA7XONOFVfAFLANDAGRICL5TURALDEPARTMENTSANDOPEEATHOC STOYFOEESTFIREPATEOL.
[ByAirServiceof the Army.]
1. Thee figura do not include the overhead, such M cost of initial equipment or airplanee nor pereonal expenses
and eahriee of operating pereonnel, which are covered in the specific Army appropriation for that purpuie.
(a} Year 1921, prcgram covering California and Oregon alone.
Eetima.te of actual nwnq tmpended.
(a) hkm&of~lmw =dfieh~me ~,37p1mw, at~Wpr pIme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---------- $7,4MLo0
. (b) Maintenance of engines andtheir epare parts, 50enginee, at m~...-..------. -------- .----... -..lo, ~.~
(c] FueI and oil. based on 2$ gallons per hour, at 35 cente per galIonr and Ii gallons of oil, at $1 per gaIlon:
*tie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~..... 35,660.s0
m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- 5,994.(X)
——
‘J!Otd.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---------------------------------------------------- 59,054. w
(6) E4mate for fiscal year 1922, extended foreat he patrol. Thie program will not be carried out due to lack of
(a”lappropriations, (b) permnel, (e) inetructiom from General Staff adopting fiat alternative (that is, a reduction) of
the three alternatives aet forth.
T& woidd alIow the for-t h patrol b imiude Washington, Idaho, Montana, and a mall portion of Wyoming,
a total of five squadrona, 160 officers and 660 enlieted men.
EAnated C08t.
(a) Whm@ofa@lm~ mdtiekqm p* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -------------------------------- $54,026
(b) Wkmmofe@nw mdti*qm p* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47,253
(,c) titofhel mdIubrim&--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 115,672
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------------- 217,151
N. B.—Tbie does not include the appropriation of $50,000 obtained by the Department of Agriculture for coopew
tion with the .%r %Mce and foreetJireprotectionand expended under the eupemiaion of the Department of Agriculture
and its otlicem.
AIRSHIP DEVELOPMENT.
Germany and England ha-re produced the best demonstrations of the potential value
of rigid airships, both for military and commercial purposes. Germany, in particular, has
demonstrated the practicability of commercial airship passenger semcice. The French Go-rem-
ment has laid out a progr=ive program of development. Frame has two rigid airships of the
Zeppelin type, which were acquired from Germany through the Reparations Commission.
The present French program cah for the early inauguration of a commercial airship line from
Marseille or Toulon to Algiers. In Italy, the semirigid type of airship has been de-doped,
both for military and commercial purposes.
America’s first program of airship development contemplated the procuring by the Navy
of a rigid airship from England-the ill-fated R-38, km-n in this country ss the .ZR-f?; the
procuring by the Army of the Italian semirigid airship Row; and the construction by the Navy
at Lakewood, N. J., of the fit American rigid airship, to be Imown as the ZR–1.
The dis~ter to the ZR–2 in Great Britain before delivery to thjs country threatened for a
time the discontinuance of airship development in berica. The h’ational Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, in a special resolution addressed to the President and to the Secretaries
of War and of the ATavyin September, 1921, pointed out the tremendous advantage possessed
by America by reason of its virtual monopoly of the known sources of supply of helium, and
urged the conti.mmnce.of our airship development program, ststing that it would be contrary
to the true berican spirit to abandon a conservative program of development because of a
si~cle disaster. The committee renem its recommendations then nude, that the development
of airships be continued, and that sufficient funds be provided for experimental work for the,
obtaining of definite information regarding the strength qualities of materkds and girders used
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in the construction of airships, and for the development arid checking of the thoorics used in
the general design of airships.
As the techinque of airship construction has not se yet been dcmelopcd in [his country,
the committee believm it advisable, in the interests of rapid and economical progress, thtit th,c
Goverment procure a rigid type of airship, oithor of German or British manufactum, cxnbwly-
..
ing the latest developments, as far as possible, of both countries. Such an airship is an indis-
pensable part of our program, and should be obtained to. till the vacancy caumd by the loss of
the ZR4?. The committee also ~enews its .rec@m6ndation that tbpresent program for tho . .~-
conatruction of the ZR–I at Lakewood, N. J., be prosecuted with renewed vigor.
HELIUM FOR AIRSHIPS.
Helium, next to hydrogen, is the lightest gas known. It has 92 per cent of the Iifting =
power of hydrogen, and for military purposes posseqws an inestimable advtitage over hydrogen
in that it is nonflammable. The natural-gas wells in the Utited States afford a practicnl
monopoly of the known sources of supply. According to the latest c.stimates, helium is
escaping into the atmosphere at the rate of one and.a quarter million cubic feet u d~y, or at n
rate swllicient to fill four large airships a week. At this rate, according to our present knowl-
edge of helium-bearing gas, our great resources ~ have become dissipated ~ithin the next
20 years unless some appropriate measures are taken to pres&ve the sources of supply.
The refrigeration process is employed to ob~ain helium. In this process every constituent
-..
l present in the natural gas is liquified except helium, which is expelled into suitaMe conttii.ners
for storage. The application of this procass to the extraction of he!ium has not l-mm per-
fected, but the hno of development is reasonably clear. The Army, the Navy, and the Bureau
of Mines, acting in close cooperation (with the limited funds available), are carrying out ccrtai.n
developments which.promiee to solve t~e production problom.
The Bureau of Mines is also conducting experiments to determino whether .uude&ouud- o
chamber storage is practicable “i.ndeconomical. If so, the problem may be resolved into onc
of conservation by the storage of helium in its natural state. Helium for current uses, however,
will continue to be stored in”high-presmre containers until used.
In conuectio~ with the considertd,ion of an airship development policy, the cofnmitt.ee
presents as the crystalized opinion of the Government experts who have studied the helium
problem that in helium the United States has exchsive possession of a vnluable adjunct to
national defense wfich will be wfisted unless conservation is provided for without delay.
The. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics tlmrefore recmuncnds that the ChnF-
mmrnent acquire ancl seal for future use the best helium-producing gas fields; thtit such
experiments be continued as are involved in the development of an efficimt aml cccmomical
process for the. extraction and repurification of helium; and that tho”Government centinue
experimental work in connection with the development of airships, and inaugurate witbout
delay the use of airships inflated with helium. With large reserves of helium and the devel-
opment of types of airships h fully realize the advantages to be derived from the use of helium,
America would possess resources and knowledge with which no other nation could successfully
compete. - —
THE ELECTEOSTATICPROBLEMFOR AIRSHIPS.
The question of the danger b airships from static charges of elecfricit.y md from lightninx
was referred to the committee, and a large amount of data was collected. In tho end the
procedure ndopted by the Navy Department was investigated and approved.
.
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THE Afli MAIL SERVfCE.
In January, 1921, the committee submitted the following
through the President, settirg forth its views as to the value
Service of the Post Ofice Department:
TOthecOIJ@?.K
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special report to the Congre3s
to the Nation of the Air Mail
.
-—
..Y—.
The executive committee of the National Advieory C!anmittee for Aeronautics, at a meeting held on January
1S, 1921, had under consideration the pr=eut statue of the Air MaiI Service of the Put Office Department and the
probable effect on the dewsJopmentof aerommtics in America of the diwontinuancs of this actitity, which has been
threatened by the elimination on the floor of the Houseof the appropriation for its continurmce.
It is the opinion of the Nstional Advimry Committee for kycmautics that the Ah Mail Service is in effect an &eri-
mental laboratory for the development of the ciwil use of aircraft, and, viewed from this angle alone, is worth what
it crab over and above the value of the service it actualIy renders in the more rapid trmqmrtation of mail. -
The Sixth Annual Reprt of the National Advieory Committee for A&ronsuticscontained a statement of a’national
aviation @icy, in which the need of Federal encouragement for the development of commercial aeronaut.kmwar
emphasized and the dtite recommendation made that the Air MaiI Service of the Post Of&e De-ent be furthee
extended and developed.
The increasing reIative importance of aircraft in warfare not only justifies but makea imperative the expenditure
of public funds to aid the development of commercialaeronautics, on which military and USVS1aanautica will be
Iargdy dependent. The Air Mail Service has given the beat demonstration of the practicability of the use of fiircraft
for civiI pur~al and, in the face of many obetaclm, has accomplished remarkable results of real and permanent value
to the Nation at relatively alight cost. It is the unanimous opinior of the Nstional Advisory Committee for Aeronautic
that the Air Mail %wice of the Poet Ofiice Department should be continued.
The reassns for this special repmt are set forth in the following redution, which was adopted without a dkenting
vote cn January 1S, 1921:
‘ ‘Wherstu the Air Mail Service of the Poet Office Department has given to the worId the beet demonstration of the
practicabilityy of the usee of aircraft for civiI and commercial purposw, and has greatly promoted the commercial
development of aircraft; and
“Whereas the de~elopment of the civil and cammemial uw of a&raft is eEW@l to the maintenance of an aircraft
industry in such a condition as to permit the necw expansion in time of war, unfem the taxpayeraof the country
wc u to psy, @ngh Army and Navy expenditures, practically the entue cmt of maintaining the industry;
and
“Wher~ the civil development of aviation will aid military development and wilI in time bring about the &tab-
fishment of air rout= and landing fiehis more or IS g@mrally &roughout the ‘United States, which will be an
important railitary am-et,intime of war; and
“Ti’hezeas the Air Mail Service hae aIready contributed to the progr~ of civihzation by improving the means of buei-
nese communimtion and tranrrpm-tation;and
‘. WhereM tie Army and Navy Air Services are by law fimited to the development of typee of aircraft for miLitary
and naval purpmes which do not eatifactorily meet commercial neds; and
‘ ‘IVherem the needs of other civil agenciee of the Government, such as the Forest Service, the Coast Guard Service,
the Cbastand Geodetic Survey, require the development of nonmilitary types of aircraft; snd
‘‘ }Vherau the operation of the Air Mail Service is at the prtsent time an mtial part of the organized plan for the
development of commercial aviation m contained in the national aviation @icy formulated by this committee,
and the cost of fcdering such an organized plan is much Iem than the waste that would inevitably result from
unprepared entry into war; and
‘‘ WhereM several European countriee are suppmting the development of commercial aviation, the discontinuance
of the h MaiJ Service wifl be a backward step in the det-elopment of aviation and W retard for a number of
years the =tablisbment of landing tiekls generally: Thewfore, be it
“Resolred, Thatit ia the opinion of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics that the Air Mail Service ig
in efktt an experimental lalmratory for the development of the civil uses of aircraft, and that, viewed horn this angie
aione, it is worth what it coate over and above the ti e of the service it actualIy renders ti the more rapid transporta-
tion of mail; i
“ Resolred jm!her, Thatthe NationalAdvisory Comn& tee for Aeronautics submit a spsciaI report to the C!ongr~
through the Preident, etating that in its opinion the increasing reIafive im~rtance of aircmft in warfare and the
need for adopting and canying throughs cane, eound poficy for the development of civd aviation,such aais outlined
in the statement of a national aviatin policy contained in the Shth Annual Report of the National Advimry Com-
mittee for Aeronautic, not only juatifk but makes imperative the expenditure of public funds to aid the develop-
ment of commercial aeronautics; and that, as an dating agency which has, in the face of man~ obstacIee, accompEahsd
remarkable tits of red and permanent value to the Nation,and atrelativelyslightcost,theAir lfafl Serviceof
the Poet Office Depsrtnumt should be continued-”
Respectfully submitted. XATIONfi ADVISORYCoxarrssE FORAEEOIiAUTICS,
~osr!PH S. &dEs, ~atin wire @mmiiiie.
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The rnossage of President Wilson, in transmitting the above report to the
date of January 24, 1921, was as follows:
To theSenate and Ho(we of Revrewntativea:
Congress under
I trrmmnitherewith ~or &e consider&ion of the Congrew a special report of the National Advieory &m.mittce
for Aeronautic. in which the committee eefa forth its views as to “the value to the Nation of the Air MailService of
the Post 00ice.Department, baeed on broad, general considerations of national interest and policy.
I concur in the opinions eqmsmed by the NationaI Advisory Cfommittmfor Aemuautics, and indores its recom-
mendation for the continuance of the Air JIaif Service.
Subsequently, in April, 1921, the committee submitted to President Harding a spcc.id
report dealing with Federal regulation of air navigation, air rouk to .cQver the whole United
Sta@, and cooperation among the various clepartmenta of the Government concerned with
aviation, which was..published as House Document No. 17. In that report the committee
recommended that the Post CMice Department be authorized to extend the Air Mail %rvice
by the estaMishmentof air mail routes .betwee.nChicago, Minneapolis, and St. Paul, and between
Chicago and St. Louis. This recommendation was liwcd upon the m-lvisability of affording
greatar encouragemen~ for tho development of civil a-rifition. Regmdless of whether tho Air
Md Service is to continue h be operated directly by the Government indefinitely, or as a privute
enterprise under contract with the Post Office Department, the service should be extcnde(l and
developed. Eventually the serwiceshould be operated by private enterprise, that is, in so far
as the air tmmsportation is concerned; but before tti. wilI be economically practicable other
necessary aids to cmmnercial aviation, as recommended elscnvhmein this report, should be
wl’orded by the Federal Government.
THE AIR MAIL RADIO: SERWC’E.
——
The radio section of the Air Mail Service, organized to facilitate communications between
fields and between fields and airplanes in flight, now has 16 land radio stations in operrttion.
Communication between fields is almost instantaneous omr a 16-hour period each day. Devel-
opment has covered the practical application of airpkmeradio communication and radio direction
finding. Airplane radio is being utilized as fast as approprititionspermit.
In addition to air mail co-irmmnications,this chain of radio stations provides an emergency
communication system for the Post Of%ce Department and other branches of the Government
connecting all the important cities between Washington, New .York, and Stm Francisco. It
also forms the nucleus of a broadcasting system -d&h now covers half the area of the United
states.
CANADA’S CONTINLiED COURTESY TO AMERICAN AIR PILOTS.
In June, 1920, the committee received from tho StatCDepartment information to thtieffcc~
that the Canadian Air Board had promulgated regulations permitting United St.atw qualified
aircraft and pilots to fly in Cagada until Novgmbw lL1 920, on the same basis as if the United
States had established air regulations as contemplated under the Convention for the Regulation
of International Air Navigation. The Canadian Air Board has repeatedly extended this for
successive periods of six months, and it remains a matter of courtesy pending the enactment
of a separate treaty with Canada on the subject, because our Government has not ratified the
Convention for the Regulation of International ~ Navigation. In May, 1921, the Secretary
of %a~, requested tlie advice of the committee on the subject of further extensions of- these
courteeme by the Canadian Air Board. The committee, by resolution adopk+d at its meeting
held on May 12, 1921, recommended that the State Depmtment uccept, on bcludf of the
Government of the United States, a further extension b~ six months of the pmiod during which
American pilots and aircraft will be permitted to fly in Canada under existing conditions; and
that the State Department express to the Government of Canada the deep appreciation of the
Government of the United States for the repeatsd courtesies of the Government of Canadu in
this matter, and at the same time express the hope that Federil legislation may be enact.cd at
an early date.which may lead to a more permanent and defite solution of the matter.
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The committee at that tiie b reported to the Secretary of State that in its opinion the
exi..ting situation was highly undesirable, and served to emphasize the need for the early
enactment of Federal legislation for the regulation of air navigation, and the committee
recommended that the Secretary of State bring the matter to the attention of the President
and the Congrws with a tiew to securhg the enactment of the necessary legislation.
INIXXt??ATIO~ALCONVE?XTIOXON AIE ~~VIGATIO~.
During the past year the committee hm gitien consideration to a number of questiorw
referred to it b-y the State Depart,merit, arisirg under the provkions of the International Con-
vention of Air Na-rigation. The committee had, in September, 1919, and in 31ay, 1920, recom-
mended the ratification of this convention with certain reservations. In July, 1921, the
committee, in response h an inquiry of the State Department, reaffirmed its opinion that the
convention should be ratified in accordance with its previous representations and subJect to
the reservations recommended. If the International Convention on Air Nawigkt.ion is not
rattied by the United States, it is then the opinion of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics that a separate treaty r~gulating air navigation between the United States and
Canada should be emecuted.
SAFETY CODE FOR AVIATION.
The extreme importante of establishing a safety code in aviation has been reco=tied
by both the k-my and the Navy and by manufacturers and others directly concerned with
aviation. There is a general feel@ however, that grerLtcare should be -exercised in the
establishment of a safety code for aviation, to prevent, if possible, restrictions which will
unnecessarily hamper the development of aviation.
.4.sall national safety codes are established under the direction of the American En@eering
Standards Committee, it was felt advisable in this case to have the safety code initiated by this
body. The American Engineering Standards Committee, at i@ meeting on October 9, 1920,
appointed a sectional committee for safety codes, with the Bureau of Standards and the Society
of Automotive Enggeers acting as joint sponsom for that committee. - The following organiza-
tions were requested to designate representuti-rw on the sectional committee for the safety
code for aviation: War Department.l Navy Department, Post Office Department, Coast Guard,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronauticsl National Safety Council, Underwrite~’ Labora-
tories, N’ational Aircraft Underwriters’ Association, U&ted States Forest Service, Manu-
fact urers Aircraft Association, Aero Club of America , .hnerimn Society of Mechanical
Engineers, and American Society of Safety Engineers.
The Bureau of Standards and the Society of Automotive Engineers, acting as sponsors,
prepared a complete synopsis of a safety code for aviation, which was distributed to the various
organizations JO be represented on the sectional committee. A meetkg for organization
purposes was held in Washington on May 13, 1921, for the consideration of the scope and
method of development of the proposed safety code for aviation. A meet&a for organization
was held in New York! September 7, 1921, at which a permanent organization was effected,
the officers consist@~ of a chairman, Mr. EL M. Crane, Society of Automotive Enginee~; vice
chairman, Dr. Joseph S. Ames, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics; and secretary,
Mr. M. G. Lloyd, Bureau of Standrirds. Five subcommittees were appointed to deal with the
subject matter of safety codes cwrering, respectively, the foIIowing subjects: Airplane structure,
including design, construction, and test; power plants for aircraft, including design, construction
and test; equipment and maintenance of airplanes; lighter-than-air craft, including balloons,
airships, and parachutes; airdromes and traffic rules, includ~m landi~mfields, air ports, traffic
rules, signals, and qualifications for pilots.
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THE AERONAUTICAL BOARD OF THE ARMY AND NAVY.
The Aeronautical Board was appointed by the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the
hTavv, and is composed exclusively of Army and Navy officers. It has no official cmmcc.tion. .
with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, its functions being the coneidcration
of mflitary questions r~~ard&~ the use of aeronautics in both services. The committcc feels
that there is a positive need for such a joint board; in fact, the “present Aeronautical Board js
a development of the Joint Army and hTavj Techni&al Aircraft Board which was .estabkhcd =..
during the war on the recommendation of this committee. There is no friction or duplication
of functions whatsoever between the .4eronautical Board and this ccnnmittee. On the cantrary,
a cordial contact l!msalways existed in the work of the two organizations.
ASSISTANCE FROM ARMY AND NAVY.
The kmy and the Navy Air Services have greatly contributed to the succew of the rwearch .-.
work in general conducted by the committee at the Langley Memorial Aoronatical Laboratory
by placing at the service of the committee the necessary airplanes and acccmories. TIM tom-
mittee appreciates the cooperation given by the Army and Navy Air. Services in tho carrying
out of research programs, and desires especially to acknowledge the many- cour@sies extended
by the Army authorities at Langley Field, where the committee’s laboratories are locatod. . ..=
wORK lN PROGRESSFOR TEE ARMY AND THE NAVY.
As a rule, the tecluical subcommittees, including representatives of the Army and Navy ‘“ .
Air Services, prepare programs of research work of general use or application, and these pro-
grams, when approved by the Natitinal Advi~oi-y Committee for Aeronautics, furnish the
problems for solution by the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. Tho cost _of t~s _
work is borne by the committee out of its own appropriation. If, however, the Army Air
Service or the Naval Air Service desires specific investigations to ba undertaken by tho com-
mittee, for which the committee has not the necesiiij’ funds, the regulations as approved by
the President provide that the committee may undertake the work at the expense of .c+ither
the Army or the Navy.
The work .lhua undertaken by the committee during the past year may bo outlined as
follows :
—.
For the Emyineering Diwi~ion o~ the Air 8em”c~j tl~e .4rmy.—Tho committeo’s technicrd
assistant in Europe purchased samples of fckeign werommtical instrunmnki.
*
An investigation of tho measurement of airplano oscillations with a kymogr@ was mado
at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.
A special type of accelerometer has been designed and constructed at the committee’s - . ~
laboratory.
A photographically recording air-speed meter, a special gyroscopo for recording rata..of
turn, and a photographically recording multiple manometer for tho mcmsuremrmtof tho dis-
tribution of pressure on the different elements of an airplano have IMODdeeigncd and CQW
strutted at the ciommittee’.s laboratory.
A study of fog landing devices has been undertaken with a view to reporting on tho acous-
tical, o]ectrical, and pressure methods.
——
For the .Naval.Air S’ervice.-The design and development of an internal+oml.wstion engine
of the fuel-injection type has been undertaken at the committeo’s laboratory.
A research on the relative wing loading of biplane and triplane combinations, with variation
in stagger, hap been undertaken at the co~ittee’s laboratory.
An investigation of the. aerod~amic properties of model aircraft to be tested in ~he now
compressed-air wind tunnel has been inaugurated.
The iommittee’s ofilce of aeronautical intelligence has translated--and prepared reports ~ ‘
English of aeronautical research and experimentation oonduoted in Germany during the wm.
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CONSIDERATION OF AERONAUTICAL ~NTIONS.
On the initiative of the inventions section of the Navy Department, an agreement has
been reached between the department and the cmnmittee whereby all inventions of a general
character relating to aeronauti~ which are received in the hTavy Department are referrecl to
the committee for cotiideration and proper action. The committee examines the inwmtion,
conducts the necessary further correspondence with the inventor, and if the invention is of
prospective value makes a report to the ~avy Department, a cop-j of which is sent to the Army
&r Service. The agreement with the ~a~ Department was definitely appro~ed by the Secre-
tary of the ~a~ on April 12, 1921. In like manner, although without formal agreement, the
committee conside= inventions referred to it by the &my &r Service, and if any such inven-
tions appear to be promising a copy of the report is sent to the ~avtd Xr Service.
REPORTS FROM COMMERCIAL ATTACHES.
The Department of Commerce has, on rWu*t of the comn@tee, instructed its commercial
att.ach6sand trade commissioners in E@md, France, It.aIy, Germany, and Holland to obtati
reports and current information on developments in commercial aviation and forward same
to this country for the use of the committee. Consular officers of the State Department, in
all countries where any aeronautical activities exist, have been similarly “instructed by the
State Department.. All the information that is received by the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics is recorded in the committee’s Office of Aeronautical InteUQence, and in this
way becomes prompt Iy available to the members of” the committee and the governmental
aggciea concerned. If the information is not confidential, it is also made available to aircraft
mmufacturers.
THE UTILIZATIONOF NONGOVER~~TAL AGENCIES.
Whenever practicable, research authorizations when approved are distributed by the
committee among gow3rnmenta1 agencies. When, however, a certain investigation requires
the use of facilities not possessed in any governmen tal establishment,, or requires the services
of a man not connected with the Government service, the committee centracta.direct with the
individual or institution concerned for a “special report.” on the subject. In tfi way tie
committee has znarshded the services of educational institutions and eminent specialists “in
this and other countries. p
..—
—
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GENERAL EDUCATION IN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING.
The committee is engaged in the preparation of problems in aeronautics and answers
thereto, which will be distributed among professors in engineering courses at various universities
with a ~iew to having the engineering students generally acquire some knowledge of aero-
nautical engineering. The committee befieves that the future development of aeronautics
will be aided by even a slight familiarity with the problems i,n%ol~edon the part of engineering -
graduates generally.
-.
OFFICIAL NOMENCLATURE FOR AERONAUTICS.
The committee’s report No. 91, entitled “Nomenclature for Aeronautics,” issued in .August,
1920, vms officially promulgated by the Secretary of the Navy and the Chief of Air Ser-rice of
the Army for their respective services. This report supersedes all previous reports on this
subject. It was prepared by the conmiittee with a view to secur~c uniformity with reference
to ~eronautical terms in official documents of the Government and as far as possible in com-
mercial publications. The report is prepared in cksified and dictiomry forms, and includes
a M of aeronautical symbols.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AERONAUTICS.
The Bibliography of Aeronautics for the years 1910-1916 lMS been issued by the com-
mittee during the past year. The publication of this work by the committee was specifically
authorized by law by act of Congress approved July 1, 1918. It covers the literature published
from July 1, 1909, to December 3.1, 1916, and is a continuation of the work of the. Smithsonian
Institution issued asychme. 55 of the Smitltsonian.lfimellanegus Collectioup, which. c?ycred...
the matwial published prior to June 30, 1909. Citations of the publications of all nations are
included in the kmggages in which the publications originality appeared. TIM arr~gement
“isdictionary form, with author and subject entry, and one alphabetical arrangement. Detail
in the matter of subject reference has been omitted cm account of ..Costof presentation, bu t an
attempt has been made to give sufiiciegt cross refer- to make possible the finding of itams
in special hues of remarch. This volume comprises nearly 1,500 pages.
The committee has also prepared a Bibliography of Aeronautics for the yeare 1917, 1918,
and 1919, which will be issued in one volume during the coming year. Beginning with the
year 1920, the bibliography for each year will be prepared and issued annually by the committee.
INDEX OF AVIATION CHEMISTRY.
The .cmnmittee has made arrangements with Dr. Edward C. ,Worden for the prepmation
for publication by the committee_of .an index .of the .y~luminous report on aviation chemistry
prepared for the Bureau of Aircraft Production by Dr,_Vorden and othera immediately follow-
i~w the ~igtice. The report itself is too large to.wtirrant publication. Ten typewritti
copies are in existence, and it is proposed ta make these available for general reference by
placing them in libraries in different parts of the country. It is thought by tie co~ttee
that the publication of an index of this report on aviation” chemistry will suffice to make the
whole available to those iuter@ed. . —..
THE GENERAL REPORT ON AERONAUTIC INSTRUMENTS.
On recommendation of the subcommittee on aem.!dymamics,the National Advisory Com-
mittee for.Aeronautics authorized the..under@k@ at~he Bureau of StandardsJof @e prepara-
tion of a general report on aeronautic instruments. -.”
As authorized by the Committee on Aerodynamics,. this report includes a complete account
of the status of aeronautic iustrumen@ .at the en of-Jhe war, and covgm t+e subject in detail
up ta the beginning of the year 1920. Since the k te of authorization ,nearly a year and a half
has been required by the Bureau of Standards for the actual preparation of the manus~ripti~
which has involved the cooperative effort of 17 ~fler~t ~~vidu~? m~y of whom .bave sinc~.
left the Government service.. .
The general report consists of “eightseparato tec-tical rep%, Nos. 125 t.o 132, incIuding
a report on the general characteristics of aeronautic imstrumentaand problems and a bibliogra-
phy of aeronautic instruments, and complete separate reporti covering the following instru-
ments, which are classifkl according to their use: Altitude instruments; aircraft speed instru-
ments; direction instruments; power-plant instruments; oxygen instruments: and aerial navi-
gation and navigating instrnmenta.
The technical reports covering the above. i&&&ts ‘present a systematic, ilhstrated
description of Amerjcsm, British, French, Italian, Swiss, Dutch, Danish, Austrian, and G&man
aircraft instruments, together with the methods of testj.ngdeveloped at the Bureau of Standards,
and a brief statement of the results of the investigations. In the compi~ation of the mater~
of the general report on aeronautic instruments separate papers have been written by experts
on the respective types of instruments.
The general report-is completed by a report by Dr. F. L. Hunt, Chief of the Aeronautic
Instruments Section of the Bureau of Standards, on .~he.rece.nt,developments and outstanding
problems in aeronautic instrument .llis report serves to bridge the gap between the informa-
tion as to the various Classficgtions of instruments,..which WM carried up to 1920, and the
present, and contains information as to the moskrecent developments in aeronautic kstrument
design and construction.
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QUARTERS FOR COMMITTEE.
The administrative offices of the XationaI Advisory Committee for aeronautics are located
in the Na~ Building, Seventeenth and B Streets NT’T.,Washington, D. C. The technical work
of the committee! conducted by or under the supervision of the various subcommittees, has
been carried on in various governmental laboratories and shops, including the Bureau of Stand-
ards and the committee’s own field station at Langley Field, Vs., knovzn as the Lm.gley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, and rho in various laboratories connected with institutions
of learning whose cooperation in the conduct of scieniitic research in aeronautics has been
secured.
THE LANGLEYXlEX10RL4LAERONAUTICALARORATOEY.
In previous annual reports the committee described the progr~ made in the development
of its field station at Langley Field, Vs., for the prosecution of scientific research in aeronautics.
The station now comprises three principal units, namely, an aeroclynamicrd laboratmy or
wind tunnel, an engine dynamometer laboratory, and a research laboratory building, the Iatter
includ~ administrative and drafting offices, machine and woodworking shops, and photo-
graphic and instrument laboratories. The research laboratory and the wind tunnel building
are of permanent brick construction; the engine dynamcpneter laboratory is housed in a tern-
porary four-section steel airphute hang=.
The committee has recently completed the construction of a factory type buiIdiqg of brick
and steel, designed to house the new-compressed-air wind tunnel. It is expected that the new
wind tunnel will be in operation about July, 1922.
The Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory occupies a plot of ground known as plot
16, Langley Field, Vs., the plot having been set aside for the committee’s use by the Chief Siggal
Officer of the hmy in 1916, at the time the site was selected as a proposed joint experimental
station and proving ground for the Army and Navy air services and the advisory committee.
The use of that plot of ground was officially approved by the Acting Secretary of War on April
~~, Igig. The four buildings at present constituting the Langley Memorial Aeronautical
Laboratory h~ve been erected by the ccmunittee pursuant to authority granted by C!ongres.
COMPRESSED AIR WIND TUNNEL.
On June 9, 1921, the executive committee of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics authorized the construction at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory of a
compressed air type of wind tunnel designed by Dr. Max Murdc, technical assistant of the
commit tee.
The utility of the present type of wind tmmel is Iimited by-the fact that owing to a “scale
effec%” the iesults of tests on the small models, which are usually about 1/20 wale, are not imme-
.- diately applicable to the fuI1-sizemachine. Obviously it is very desirable to obtuin, if possible,
test results which are strictly proportional to those obtained in free flight. This condition may
be realized by the use of a wind tunnel in which the air is compressed to about 20 atmos-
pheres or more in order to compensate for the difference in the “scale” or Reynolds number
for the model and for the fukize airp~ane.
The wind tunnel under construction has a diameter of 5 feet, the wind tumel proper
bfig placed With a steel CyIhder 15 feet in diameter and 34 feet ]ong. The steel cylinder
has been tested for an internal pressure of 450 pounds per square inch and is designed for an
average working pressure of 300 pounds per square inch.
The design of the cylinder further provides for. a “large door at one end a.rul means fur ob-
serving and operating the btdance and setting wing an@es from without the cyIinder. The
design of the balance has been carefully considered and due provision is made for the large
forces to be measured.
The wind tunnel motor is 300 horsepower and the Reynolds number will be controlled by
changing the air density rather than by changing the air speed. The air compressing units
consist of two 300-horsepower compound compn=on which compr- the air to 115 pounds
.
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per square inch. The air is compressed into a receiving chamber and is then compressed by a
175-horsepower duplex booster compressor to. the desired pressure in the test chamber. With
the compressor units selected it will require approximately one hour to fill the chamber with
air at a pressure at 300 pounds per square inch and every provision is being made in the design
to make it unnecessary to open the chamber. until the model is completely tested. Provision
is also being made to maintain conetxmt density so as to take care of temperature variations.
This tunnel when in operation wili test models tit& a span of about 2.feet, but the results
will be strictly comparable to similar data for a full scale machine, with a span of 30 feet, flying
at 100 miles per hour, The construction of the rnodels will therefore require special study mnd
care,
OFFICEOF AERONAUTICAL“INTELLIGENCE,
The Office “of Aeronautical Intelligence was established in the early part of 1918 as an
integral branch of the commit tee’s activities? Its fupctions are the collection, classification,
and diffusion of technical kn.cnvledgeon the subject o~aeronautics to the military and naval air
services. and civil agencies interwted, including especially the results of rwetwch. and experi-
mental work conducted in all parts of the world. “lt is the officially designated Government
depository for scientific and technical reports and data on aeronautics.
Promptly upon receipt, aIl reports are analyzed and classified, and brought to .tho special
attention of the subcommittees having cognizance, and to the attention of other interested
parties, through the medium of public and confidential bulletins. Reports are duplicated where
practicable, and distributed upon rcqg@. Ck@den!jal bulletins and reporte are not circulated
outside of governmental channels.
To efficiently handle the work of securing and exchanging reports in foreign countries, the
committee maintains a technical assistant in Europe, with headquarters in Paris. It is his duty
to personally tisit the Government and private laboratories, centers of aeronautical informa-
tion, and’ private. individuals in England, France, Italy, Germany, and Austria, find endeavor
h secure for America not only printed matter which would in the ordinary course of tivcntb
become available in this country, but more especially to secure advance information as to work
in progress, and any technicnl data not prepared in printml form, and which I;ould otherwieo
not reach this country.
The records of the office show that during the p& year copies of technical reports wero
distributed as folIows:
Cammittee and subcommittee members. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,039
bngley Mmoti Awomuticd Laborato~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ],975
P&office ofc6ttee. ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,539
Army ti&yiw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._ i!,2wI
NavaIAir Service, includiughfarino ~aq)s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~ . . . . . . . 4,159
Manufacturer . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..’...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,384
Educational imtitutiom . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,90s
Bmeauof Stmti& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..=. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,019
hfiwlbnWw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . >.., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- U,184
Total distribution
—-—
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SI,003
‘The above figures include the distribution of 13,080 technical reports and 7,108 tc%hnical
notes of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Three thousand two hundred and
twenty: eight written requests for reports were receiyed during the year in a.ddition to innumera-
ble :elephone rmd personal requests and 15,497 reports were fmwarded upon request.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON AERODYNAMICS.
OFIGANIZATION.
The committee on aerodymmaics is at p~ent composed of the following members:
Dr. John F. Ha-y-ford,Northwestern University, chairman. ~
Dr. Joseph S. ties, Johns Hopkins University, vice chairman.
31aj. T. H. Bane, United States &xny.
Dr. L. J. Briggs, Bureau of Standards.
Commander J. C. Hunsaker, United States Navy.
Dr. Franklin L. Hunt, Bureau of Standards.
31aj. H. S. Martin, engineer@ division, McCook Field.
Prof. Charles F. M&vin, Chief Weather Bureau. .
C. L Stanton, Air Mail Service.
Prof. Edward P. Warner, Massachusetts IDstitute of Technology, secretary.
Dr. A. F. Zahrn, LTnitedStates Nav-y.
FUNCTIONS.
The functions of the committee on aerodynamics are as follows:
1. To determine what problems in theoretical and experimental aerodynamics are the most
important for investigateion by governmental and pri-rate agencies.
2. To coordinate bcycounsel and suggestion the research work involved in the instigation
of such problems.
3. To act. as a medium for the interchange of information regarding aerodynamic investi-
gations and developments in progress or proposed.
4. The committee may direct and conduct research in axp&iment al aerodynamics in such
laboratory or laboratories as may. be placed either in whole or in part under its direction.
5. The committee shall meet.from time to time on the call of the chairman and report its
actions and recommendations to the executi~e committee.
The commit tee on aerodynamics by retisonof the representation of the various organizations
interested in aeronautics is in close contact with all aerodynarnhl work bei~mcarried out in the
United States. In this way the current work of each organization is made known to all, thus
preventing duplication of effort. Also all research work is stimulated by the prompt distribution
of new ideas and new results -which adds greatly to the eflicjat conduction of aerodynamic
rwearch. The committee keeps the research workers in this country supplied with information
on all European progress in aerodynamics by means of a foreign representative who is in clcse
touch with all aeronautical activities in Europe. This @.rect information is supplemented by
the translation and circulation of copies of the more important foreign reports”and sxticles.
The Aerodynamic Commit tee has direct control of the aerodynamic research conducted
at Lrmgley Field, th&propeller research conducted at LAncl Stanford University under the
supervision of Dr. W. F. Durand, and some special investigations conducted at the Bureau of
Standards and at a number of the universities.
WIND TIJNNZL.
The committee’s wind tunnel at Langley Field has recently had several changes made in it
which have considerably improved the steadiness of flow. The most important of these is a
new electrical system consisting of a synchronous motor~enerator set which furnishes power
direct to the wihd tunnel motor. The speed of the wind tunnel motor is kept at a constant
value within + 0.2 of a per cent by means of automatic voltage regulators. The air flow has
dso been considerably imprcmed by placing a series of vanes around the end of the exit cone
so that the air escapes radially. A wire type of balance is now used in this tunnel for aIl speeds
between 30 and 60 meters per second.
It has long been felt that the tasts made in the wind tunnel with a model wir.ti much
from the usua~ type are unreliable because of the uncertainty
this reason the committee is now constructing at Langley Field
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with a throat diameter of 1.6 meters, a maximum speed of 25-metem per second, and a working
pressure of 20 atmospheres. This wind tunnel will give a Reynolds number which is tho samo
U9for a full-sized airplane, and although the difficulties of supporting the model aro great, the
use of a comparatively low velocity and a high pressure have overcome tho methauical diffi-
culties.
There are being constructed at the present time in the United States four other wind
tunnels. At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology there are being erected a 1.25 meter
and a 2.5o meter tunnel of the open-circuit type and with continuous throats. At McCook Field
there is being constructed a high-speed 1.6 meter wind tunnel of the open-circuit type, which is
designed for a velocity of 200 miles per hour. The Bureau of Standards at Washington is
constructing a wind tunnel with a throat diamcterfi 3;25 metcre. TMs wind tunnel> novel.
iu that it is built in the open without any housing. TIM wind tunncd is WC1lsurroumlcLby
trees w]d hills ta prevent as far as possible t,hoatmospheric conditions affecting tho tiir flow.
The three-dimensional balance designed by Dr. A. F. Zahm for tho Washington Navy
Yard wind tunnel has proved very satisfactory. The weights of this balance are automatically
actuated by electrically driven lead screws, and the time of making a test is much shorter
than with other types of balances.
FREEFLIGHT.
The committee now has in use for aerodyrmmio research at Langley Field five airplanes;
three JiV4H’s, one ~B7, and one Thomas-Morse Ml?. The Ji?4H has been used by t,ho
committee extcmsively in experimental work, mainly because of its strength and the ccmmmy
of operation. During the past year the flying time of the airplane has been 110 hours, repre-
senting 260 @hts. .Fifty-two per cetit of the flying time &s been used in actually making
measurements in the.air. No accidenh of any &_udhave occurred with @e committex’,s air-
planes. One forced landing was made due to the sticking of the carburetor float during violent
stunting, but the ~irplmm was brought down without damage to itself or the instrunwnts
which it contained. Although complete airplanes have not as yet been constructed by tho
committee, a nurnbcr of parts, such as wings, td surfacw, etc., have bc.en designed and con-
structed at Laugley Field for use in free flight research.
INSTRUMENTS.
A number of new pieces of apparatus have beti constructed for the wind tunnel, including
a machine for forming plaster wings, a new micromanome ter, a light balance for measuring
the momenta of ccmtrol surfaces, a.nclan instrument for measuring the rolling velocity of wings.
It has bocomo more and more evident as the discrepancies between free flight and mmlcl testk
htive I.MCDdiscuvwcd, that it is ncc.essary h produce in t~~ewkd tunnel t~slip ~tr~m ~~m-
para.ble with that on thtifull-sized airplanes. A very small flexible shtift has beuu dcvelupwl
which is nble to drive tho model nirplaue propeller up h speeds of 30,000 rcvolut.iuns pm
minute, which corresponds to the ncwmal speed of .a fulI-sized propeller. The flexiblo shaft is
so small that it disturbs the air fkv inappreciably and in this respect h superior to an eIeclric
rnotar or a turbine.
It is realized that all free-flight data must be. obtained by recording instruments, first,
because events happen so rapidly that observations .fire difficult.to make, and secondly, because
the observer is under rather a nervous strain and can not take observations as accurately nS
he could in the laboratory. For this reason the committee has designed and construc~ a
oonsicjerablo number of standardized recording instruments, electrically driven and synchro-
nized, for taking records on interchangeable film drums. With these instruments the only duty
of the ohscrver is to chrmge the drums at the end of the record) for the pilot c~n $t~r~and sW)
all of the instruments with a single s,w-itch. The following instruments have been cmstructcd
aud used during the year:
(1) A new accelerometer more compact and accurate than the previous model.
(2) A recording air speed meter with a high natural frequency and smaHfriction.
(3) A new model of a kymograph.
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(4) A multiple manometer which will record on a mo~m iilm 30 simultaneous records
of varying pressures. The natural frequency of this instrument is very &Uh and the ITolunm
does not change appreciably with changes in pressure, which is a very important fact when
recording pressures through long tubes.
[5) h instruent for recurding angular velocities about a shgle axis.
(6) A control position recorder for three controls.
(.7) A balance for measuring the forces on a trading W@ in flight.
The aeronautic instruments section of the Bureau of Standards has been engaged in an
extensive proa=m of researeh and development work on aircraft instruments in cooperation
with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the .&my, the ~Nav-y,and to a more
Iimited extent with other Government agencies and private concerns. In addition to the
experimental irrwtigations and the devslopnient of new instruments a considerable amount
of work has been carried out in connection with the routine testing of service instruments.
The investigation of the aIt.itude.effect on air speed indicators undertaken at the request
of the Natiomd Adtisory Committee for Aerormutics has been continu~ and ~xtended. The
experiments have been conducted in an improved wind tunnel with a 16-inch throat and mounted
in one of the Bureau of Standards altitude chambers. With this apparatus valua,ble data
hare been obtained at speeds up to 100 miles per hour and under conditions of pressure and
temperature corresponding to altitudes up to 30,000 feet.
Research concerning the action of diaphragms and Bourdon tub& undertaken at the request
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has been continued with the pm-pose of
determining the laws of deflection and of obt:tining essential information of value in the design
of instruments involv-ing the use of diaphragms and Bourdon tubes.
.$ series of eight reports deding -withthe -mrious aeronautic instruments has been prepared
for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and mill be found in the Seventh Annual
Report.
At the request of the Army and the Navy, the development of the following instruments
has been undertaken:
h improred aircraft sextant.
h improved cumpass.
.ti improved precision barometer.
A precision altimeter compensated for air temperature.”
A precision barograph.
An improved rate of climb indicator.
An improved rate of climb recorder.
A combined statascopc and rate of cIimb indicator.
A synchronize@ type ground speed indicator.
An astronomical position iinder.
A horizontal srgle indicator.
.ti improved centrtiugal tachometer.
-h air speed indicator for dirigibles.
.1 ballonet volume indicator for dirigibles.
Standard testing sets for field use.
Pursuant of the policy of following the latest developments in aeronautic instruments in
foreign countries, a member of the aeronautic instruments section was detailed to investigate
the recent developments in Enggand, France, Italy, and Germany. This work was carried
on in cooperation with the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics representative in
Europe and our military, naval, and commercial attach6s, and much valuable information has
been-obtained.
A carbon pile tensiometar is be@ developed for the ~avy which allows the accuraterecord-
ing of tensions at a distance. An instrument has been devised by the Na~ for the measurement
of the ground speed of an airphme at frequent intervals of time on taking off or landi~o.
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AEEOFOILTESTS.
During the past year the committee has conducted &large mgnbgr of aerofoil tests in its
5-foot wind tunnel at Langley Field. The ma-in object of these tests was to study the proper- “ -””
ties of thick am.ofoils suituble for internal bracing. The tests were made at 35 motors per –
second, and in some cases as high as 60 metera~er second as it was found that thick. wings
improve in efficiency with the speed more rapidly than thin wings. Some of the sections dev~-.
oped had at ‘all anglm a higher efficiency than the R. A. F. 15 section tested under the same .
conditions, and yet were more than three times.adhick =. that section in the centwJ w’~ile tho .-
maximum lift coefficients were approximately the same. A number of wings were t~tod
which tapered in plan form, and it was found, contrary to expectations, that heavily tapered
wings had the same center of prwsme travel and practic~ly the same efficiency u wings of
uniform section.
The distribution of pressurewas studied over 12 thick aerofoik-of various types in ordor to
determine the loading along the spars when the section varied along th~ span. A new method .-
was devised for. constructing pressure distribution models with comparatively little expcm.ao.
The effect of placing an aerofoil close to a flat surface representing the mrth was thoroughly
invest&ated both at the Massachusetts Institute of TmhnoIogy Ud at the Washington Navy
Yard. It WaSfound that there w= a remarkable ~cre=e “in efficiency of the wfig when CIOS~ ‘:.
to a fiat surface, which accounts for the fact thafi certain airplanw float for such long distances
before landing..
Work has been continued in the McCo~k ~+~d wiqd tunnel on various aerofofls at very
high spe@, an~ a further study of vortex motion h= been made.
Perhaps the most hteresting work wtich has been cafiied out on a&ofoils is that doiio by
the committee in the testing of large aerofoils when suspended beneath a flying airplane.: The
aerofoil, constructed in the same way as an ordinary airplane wing of wood and fabric, is pu]]od
up against the lower side of the fuselage in taking off, and whau in the air is lowered down by
means of a windhiss to a distance of 20 or 30 feet or .m far w is necessary to get out of tho
influence of the downwash. The maggtude of th resultant.force is measured by a bala.nco in
the fuselage and the angle at which the wing tmfls back from the vertical measures tho anglo
of the resultant. From these figures tho lift and drag can be easily computed. “At present
. only small wings of 6 feet span have been tested in this way, but it is evident from tho great
steadiness with which they trail beneath the airplane that accuracies probably as great as-those
obtainod in the wind tunnel can be reached, although it i.anecwsw to fly in smooth air for t~s _,
kind of work. The results from the present apparatus aIthough only of a preliminmy character
show such a good agreement with high speed wind tunnel teats of the same section that it is
proposed to use a large bombing machine and trail wings of 30 feet span beneath it. Teds ~.
of this nature have not ody the same Reynolds number, but also the same velocity, the samo
size, and the same amount of turbu~ence as the.full+izod airplane, so that tho rcsu.lts can bo
used by designers with perfect confidence.
A number of aerofoil sections have been tested, among which wero several of th GO~tiugon
series. The Wdington Navy Yard tests check the Gottingen trots as closely as could bo
expected, the general types of the characteristiuurvea being very similar in every case. The
Gdttingen aerofoils tested were: Nos. 17?, ?66, .~6, and 3?2.
Tests for scale effect have also been made cm the R. 4. F’: 16 and R. A. F. 1~.~oro!tii!s.. ___
.,..—
STRUTS.
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.4n interesting investigation has been made at the navy yard wind tunqol in Washington
in the distribution of pressure over a strut,. It M concluded that t.ho total dreg of tho strut is
the small difference between the upstream and downstream drags, so that a small error in
measuring these will cause a huge error in the tcdd.
.
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STABILITY.
A very mmplete investigation has been made of the oscillations in fli~ht of the l??&7 and
the Jh?4H, the Iatter a;rplane with a speoial tail plane to make it statically stabIe. The results
on the whole are in poor agreement with the theory, due maidy, it is believed, to the fact that
the oscillations aro lmge, often over 60°, and that the slip stream has a considerable influence.
Ccmsiderable work has been done on static stability and it is becomhg more and more
evident that the aspect ratio of the taiI plane has by far the greatwt infiuence on the stability.
It has also been found in actuaI ~ht that complete static stability maybe obtained when the
load is positive upon tail surfaces at dl times. A study of the distribution of pressure o~er
the tail surfaces of this surface in steady flight has given valuable information as to the functions
of this surface in producing stability.
The lateral stability derivatives Y,, L,, and N, have been determined in free flight for the
.JN4E and comparison has been made with the rcxmltsfrom wind tunnel tests. On the whole
the agreement is good, the discrepancies being mainly due to the influence of the dip stream
and to the fact that in the model the cent rol surfaces viere assumed to ,be in a neutral position,
whereas actually they were at a considerable angle.
A mechanical device has been constructed which will illustrate in every particular the
dynamic and statical stability of an airplane. By the adjustment of weights the effect of chang-
ing the mass, the moment of inertia, the damping, etc., can be produced at will. As yet it
has not been possibIe h obtain any quantitative value for stability with this instrument, but
it is hoped that it may be used for q@kly &ding the stability properties of a new airplane
from its known characteristic=.
Tests have been made by the Navy on a series of balanced control surfaces with various .
types of balance. The characteristic of the type in which the axis is placed aft of the leading
edge of the movable surface have been invwtigatad at some length.
STRESSESm FIIIO~.
The distribution of preesure was determined over the horizontal tail surfacM of a JN4H
during all types of maneuver. In no case did the rw~imum loading on the tail exceed 6 pounds
per square foot, and contrary to the usual expectations this lodd was h an upward direction.
A theory has been devised which will give the loading on the tad surfaces in close agreement
with the actual measurements.
~The distribution of pressure over the rudder and fin have also been investigated on the
same airplane and it was found that the heaviest loads occur in a roll where the loading may go
as high as 10 pounds per squsre’foott. It is interesting ta notice from the standpoint of fuselage
design that the maximum load on the horizontal tail surfaces, the maximum load on the rudder
and En, and the mtium load on the wings may all occur at the same time.
The recent development of ~ery high speed airplanes has ehovm that very large.unexpected
loads may occur on the wing surface, several instances causing the stripping of the fabric or
crippling of the trailing edge. A Thomas-Morse single seater which has a speed of over 160 miles
an hour has been fitted up for measuring the distribution of pressure over the wing surfaces.
It is hoped to determine the pressures both in steady flight and during violent maneuvering, .
and for this purpose the wihgg have been especially strengthened.
coN’rEoLLABmrrr.
The measurement of and the design for controllability are very important problems and
ones which have received but scant attention. In fact, the very definition of controllability
is at the present time stated vw.guely. The committee is now making an attempt to fmd some
accurate quantitative means of measuring the controllability of various airplanes and to find
the effect on controllability of various charges in control surfaces.
The desire for high speed has led many desiggers to eliminate the external bracing on the
horizontal tail surfaces and for this reason a number of airplanes have been constructed with
rather thick sections for the tail surfaces. SeveraI airplan- of this type have been found by
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pilote to be extremely sluggish in rwponding to the controls; that is, for a certain range about
the neutral position the controls have no effect. This condition was investigated in the wind
tunnel on a tail plane of this type, and it was found that the elevator must be moved several
degrerx on either side of its neutral position before the force on the tail is appreciably changed,
due to the fact that the elevator seemed to be in the ~adow of the thicker portion of the tail
surfaces and could have no”effect until it was turned out into the free air stream.
The angular velocity” and angular accelerations have been measured on a JN@7 during
all types of maneuver, in order to provide de-signerswith data which will be of use in construc-
tion of airplanes. -
The subject of control, especially lateraI control, at low flying Speeds has received some
attention. It is evident, however, that different airplanes, although varjing only slightly in
external characteristics, vary tremendously in the amount of lateral control which they have
at the stalli~mspeed, rmdan explanation of thiswouhl bb of great vaIue, The Navy has reccmtly
devised an pntirely now type of lateral control which in wind tunnel tests shows great promise. -.
AISSHIPS. .-
Several types of external-pressure pads developed by the Navy have btiin tested upon the
—
wings of an airplane at Langley Field in order to assure that such openings when cemented to
the outside of the w-hg will give the same pressure reading as a flush hole. One type, of pacl “
has proved to be very successful. The possibilitiedmve been considered of measuring the
pressureo~er the surface of an airship during acce~eratedflight, and as yet no satisfactory method
has been devised for entirely eliminating the rather la~e errors due tu the forces acting upon “
the air column in the long connecting tubes which are necessary in this experiment. TIM
investigation, however, has not been abandoned, and it is believed that the difficulties will ha
overcome: —.
Extensive taste have been made on two models of the rigid airship ZR-I. Them bests
were made cm the hulls, bare and with six types of control surfaces.
Tests have been conducted at the navy yard wind tunnel in Washington on the effect of _
fieness, ratio, and Lengthof parallel middle body on airship forms.
PROPELLERS.
Experiments have been conducted @ the wind tunneI to measure the drag of various
propellers under .mrions degrees of yaw and with different amounts of braking. The d~ags
of propelIem are rather small so that the possibility of the safe vertical descent of the helicopter
:-
without- power does not look very probable if the usual type of propelIer is used. Tests have
dso been conducted. upon a helicopter propeller bav@ blades which are automatically set
at a constant angle of attack by means of individual tuil planes.
fi extensive investigation h~ been cnrried out..at Leland Stanforcl University 6E the
properties of propellers nt angles of yaw. The rmults look very promising in connection with .
the horizontal travel of helicopters, as a considerable horizontal thrust may be obtained with
no more power than is required in ordinary flight=
BOMBS.
The Bureau of Standards has been conducting a very extensive investigation of bombs
and projectiles not only in their 150-mile wind. tunnel but also in a 12-inch air stream from a
high-power compressor where speed can be obtained above the velocity of sound. Some very
interesting conclusions have been reached in connection with stream lining at very high speeds.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON POWER PLANTS FOR AIRCRAFT.
ORGANIZATION.
The committee on power plants for aircraft is at present composed of tha following members:
Dr. S. W. Stratton, chairman.
Henry M. Crane, Society of Automotive Engineers..
Harvey N. Davis, Harvard University.
Dr. H. C. Dickinson, Society of Automotive Engineers, acting secretary.
IAgh M. Grif3ith,Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.
Capt. G. E. A. Hallett, United States Army.
Lieut. Commander S. M. IKraus,United States Nav-y.
George W. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
C. L Stanton, Air 3kil Service.
J. G. Wncent, Packard lfotm Car Co.
FUNCfIONS.
The functions of the committee on power plants for aircraft are as follows:
1. To determine which probleros in the field of aeronautic power plant research are the
most important for investigation by gowrnmental and private agenciw.
2. To coordinate by counsel and sqgeetion the rasearch work involved in the investigation
of such problems.
3. To act M a medim.. for the interchange of fiotiation reg~%” aeronautic Power.
ph-mtresearch in progws or proposed.
4. To direct and cunduct research “on aeronautic power plart probIems in such laboratories
as may be placed either in whole or in part under its direction.
5. To meet from time to time on call of the chairman and report its actions and recom-
mendat!on’s to the executive committee.
By reason of the representation of the &my, the Navy, the Post Office, and the industry
upon this subcommittee, it is possible to maintain close contact with the research work being
carried on in this country and to exert an influence toward the expenditure of energy on those
problems whose solution appears to be of the greatest importance, as well as to avoid wasta
of effort due to unnecessa~ duplication of reseakh. For purposes of detailed consideration,
the activities of this committee can be advantageously grouped under the following heads:
Fuel-injection engine. Fuels and combustion.
Supercharging compressors. Lubricrmts and lubrication.
Cooling prob~. Performance characteristics.
Radiation problems. New engine types.
Carburetion problems. Extension of laboratory faciliti=.
Ignition problems.
FUEL INJZCTION I?XGNE.
l
The development of the aeronautic type of fuel-injection eugine is one of the most important
problems involved in the future evolution of large aircraft. As preciously noted, the especifd
importance of such a development to the Bureau of Aercmautics of the Nav-y Department has
resulted in their financial support of an extended research into the probLercs involved, the
work being performed at the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics research laboratory
ut La@ey Field. Research on this general problem naturally diti-des into two main groups,
largely because of the difference in type of apparatus required.
The study of the fundamental characteristics of fuel sprays, produced by different form of
nozzles and under various pressures and temperatures, is essentially a matter for the physical
laboratory. Apparatus has been developed with which successive photographs of a single
fuel injection spray are taken at a photographic frequency of approximately 1,200 per second.
These are taken full size in groups of 15 upon a ti, the fdm being mounted on a rapidly rotating
drum. The illumination is secured by the mechanically timed discharge of 15 condensers,
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the spark passing between ma=mwium points and the light being concentrated upon the spray .
by means of reflect& so pl~ced that th~ ilhunination is ~y the d~rk-field method, -tlms ins&n~
that only light which has been reflected or refracted by the fuel drops themselves can enter
the camera lens. .-
Tha fuel injection spray is controlled by means of a specially designed cam-opmat cd injcclion
valve similar to the mechanism used upon stationary and marine fuel injection engines of the
hydraulic injection type. The spray nozzle itself consists of a single opening in a nozzle plate.,
a set of such nozzle plates being available with holes varying in size from 0.004 h 0.024 inch.
The most of the photographic study has been performed with nozzle openinga to about 0.020
inch. The cam whicl operates “thefuel injection valve k intermittently driven from a carrshmt “
speed shaft, through one or more revolutions as des~ed, by means of a positive clutch of the
general type used upbn punch presses. This insures that any single injection is carried out a~
the same spaed as in actual engine operation.
The fuel is supplied to the injection valve by a hand pump at any desired pressuro up to
15,000 pounds per square inch, The injection takes place irr a glass-wailed chaml.wr in which
any dtied air or nitrogen gas pressure up to 600 pounds per squire inch may be o~tnincd.
The conditions therefore similate actual engine operation to a large extent, the element of l@
temperature being the only important factor neglected.
Studies have been made with water, light engin~ oil, and kerosene. Injection pressures I “ ‘--
up to 10)000 pounds and chamber gas pressures up to-150 pounds have been used. In nildition
to the series photographs on film, several hmclred single photographs have been taken on glass
plates, the series effect being secured by slightly altering the phase relaticm for each exposure.
These latter are of good detition and depth, as the. considerably increased amount of energy
available for the single spark increased the intensity of illumination so -greatly as to permit the
camera lens to be stopp~-d down to about on~sixteenth its former aperture.
In the case of the series r6cor& taken on fihn at the rate of 11200 per second, tho full dovelop-
rnent of the spray from the point at which the fuel tit emerges from the nozzle occupies only .
three or four pictures, and the subsidence .of the spray even lees. Prowision is therefore being
made for considerably increasing the exposure frequency in order that the phenomena occurring
during these two stages may be more thoroughly st@ed. AIthough the improved apparatus
—
is not yet completed, it is quite evident from the work done that the frequency may lIo conven-
iently increased at le~t five times. ..— —=
The work done to date has shown “that no great dficulty will l.)e experienced in producing
photographs of such sharpness and depth that the characteristics of the spray are clearly shown.
—
and the spray development easiIy followed. It ther~me only remains to secure similar phoh
graphs at higher spee& from sprays obtained with varying forms and sizes of nozzles, varying
.-
injection and spray chamber pressur~, fuels or other liquids of various characteristics, and
varying forms of ca~ opening and cam speed to enable the determination of the fundamental
reasons for the differences in form, pulverization, penetration, and other characteristics. IMuch
information has already been secured, although the investigation is still in its inf army.
The other group of the research activities on tie fuel injection problems involvos the
application of the fundamental information obtained in the physical laboratory research i,o the
.-
actual oporation of fuel injection engines in the dynamomek,er ~aboratory. In order to carry on
this work to the best advantage, a very special single cylinder universal test engine has been
designwl and is being cmstructed. This engine is so arranged that the compression ratio can be
chauged throughout a wide range while the eng@e is rqing, as can also the opening and .c.1os-
ing time and the lift of both inlet and exhaust valves. Each of these. seven functions is con- ._ _. _ -
trolled quite independent of the others, so that ttis engine is particularly well adapted tu
quickly determine the optimum adjustment for any condition of operation. The fuel injection
devic~ to be applied are “completely controllable in all their characteristics, and apparatus
will be provided for measuring the important engine operation quantities, so that the results
of tests on this equipment will provide complete data for the amdysis and development of the
high capacity and high sped fuel injection engin?. -_
REPORT NATIONAL
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the prssent standard Liberty engine by some form of fuel .—
— .-
injection syr~em is atkact.i~e for some applications of that engine, work is a.ko being carried on
wit-ha single cylinder Liberty which has been fitted with a special high compression piston and
means for the app~ication of various forms of fuel injection equipment. It is realized that the
combustion chamber form is not well adapted to fuel injection, but it is believed that a specific
power output and economy may be secured that is only slight.ly lower than with the standard
Liberty.
SUPESCKARGIXGCO>IPRRSSOR.
The Roots type of positive displacement blower as a compressor for supercharg~~ aero-
nautic engines has been subjected to continual study throughout the year at the hTational
~dtiory Committee for Auronautim Research Laboratory at Langley Field. The original
experimental machine has been in operition for a total time of approximately 75 hours, and
teds have been made Wth it both as a separate unit and es mounted upon a Liierty engine.
All of this work was done upon the dynamometer and very complete data was obtained of the
characteristics of this device. The conditions were made to simihtte actual supercharging
operation by connecting the suction of the cornpremr to a large depression tank in which the
.
pressure was maintained at any desired value from atmospheric down to 6.5 pounds absolute.
In the case of the tests of the compressor alone, the “ticharge -wasdi~ect to the atmosphere
in the room find the c~mpressor was directly driven by an electric dynamometer, so that
very accurate power measurements were possible. Measurement of the air han@ed by the
compressor was made by means of thin plate orifices conforming to the Durley standard, these
—.-
orifmes being p~aced at the entrance to a krge chamber which in turn was connected to the
depression tank through h control valve. The test performance of this compressor was very
satisfactory. At a speed corrwponding to normal engine speed, the overall e.fliciency corn-
pared to adiabatic compr~ion was 73 per cent at a pressure ratio of 1.3 and 61 per cent at a .
pressure ratio of 2, these values being approximately 80 per cent of the maximum adiabatic
efficiency which this type of compressor can possibly yield. The slip speed, or speed required
to just maintain a given pressure ratio without discharge, was approximately 50 revolutions
per minute at a ratio of 1.3 and 100 revolutions per minute for a ratio of 2, these Iow vakes
multing directly from the small clearan~ allowed.
FoIlowing the complek testing of the compressor alone, it was mounted upon a Liberty
12-cylinder aircraft engine, for which it had been designed, and tests made of the combined
unit upon the dynamometer stand. When a receiver of 1.S cubic feet capacity was placed
next the supercharger in the air duct leading to the carburetors, the engine functioned well at
ail speeds, loads, and altitudes. As such a large receiver is extremely inconwmient to install
in an airplane, it was deemed necessary to eliminate it from the fiel form of the apparatus.
Vlth a direct air duct connection,. however, considerable difEtxdtj was experienced due to
resonance interference between the pressure impulses produced by the supercharger and the
engge, this interference being so great at certain critical speeds as to prevent operation of the
engine. After a number of experimental air duct arrangements had been tested, it was found
that a small receiver immediately adjacent to the carburetor intakes had almost the same
effect as a much larger receiver next the supercharger. AIthough the resonance fiterference
has not been entirely eliminated, it has been confined to a small zone in en unimportant part
of the speed ra~ve.
The folIowing test figures are representative of the results which may be expectsd from
service units of this type, when reasonably well maintained. At a normal engine speed and
pressure ratio of 1.8 (approximately equivalent to an altitude of 16,000 feet), the supercharged
unit gave within 11 per cent of its gmmnd level pow& output, or within 12 per cent of the
ground level power of a nonsupercharged engine. The test figures were corrected to the standard.
air temperature for that altitude end for the power increase due to the reduction of exhaust
back pressure. This performance appears to be quite satisfactory, especially when compared
to the 50 or 55 per cent power loss suffered by the nonsupercharged engine at that altitude.
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.The first experimenta~form of Root type supercharger will add something li@ 19Q.pmmds .__...
to the total weight of a Liberty power plant, including the mounting and additiomd radiator,
but it is believed that this can be reduced to under 150 pounds in subsequent models.
Following the completion of the dynamometer stand devdopment, the superchticd. .-
engine is to be inst~ed i.na DH–~ airphme and further tests conducted in free flight. A com-
plete instrumental equipment will be fitted, in order that the flight test data shall be as com-
prehensive as possible.
Early in the year, some work was done with the positive gear driven centrifugal fan type —
of supercharging compressor, utilizing the apparatgg built and partly developed by the Ameri-
can Expeditionary Forces in Paris during the last months of the war, but this work h~d to be
laid aside on account of lack of personnel.
.
The type shows considerable promise however,
and it is the intention to again take it up at the earliest opportunity in order to deftitely as-
certain its vahe in comparison with the other types of superchargers which are more fully
developed.
The engineering divti~on of the Air Service ha? energetically continued its development
of the General Electric efiaust turbine-driven centrifugal comprwsor md has built a number
of units for experimental purposos. This type of supercharger is now a proved device, as is
evidenced by its continuous use throughout the @r with only minor changes. It has to its
credit the world’s record flight, reaching an indicated altitude of 40,800 feet. The engineering
division is also developing the.Sturtwwnt mntrifugd blower type which is directly driven from
the engine, but it has not as yet passed from the laboratory stage. They havo also made a
preliminary study of the gear dritien centrifugal compressor of the heavy rotor type. ~
It is believed that the general problem of supercharging aeronautic engines to tiinttiin .
power at altitude is perhaps next to the most important problem requiring immediate nttcn-
.-.—
tion, and the committee’s program calls ior the energetic prosecution of research and develop-
ment in this field.
COOIINGPROBLEMS.
The problems incidental to the development mf air cooled aviation engines of high per-
formance are being studied in an experiment~ way at the McCook Field Laboratory of the
engineering division, Air Service. Much laboratory work of a more fundamental nature has
also bean carried on at the Bureau of Standards, the most of which is applicable ta the radia-
tion problem of the water cooled engine as welI as to the direct air cooled type. It is hoped
that it will be possible to concentrate increased ~~arch effort upon the problems of t.hcair
cooled engine, the importance of a satisfactory elimination of the radiator being WC1lrecog-
nized by all.
New forms of radiator cores have been tested as they became availnble, and consich-able
progress has been made in the application of the laboratory research results to the logicrd de-
sign of radidors for specific instillations. It is proposed to construct appamtus for the direct
metisurement of the air flowiog through radiator cores in free flight when forming part of stand-
ard radiator instaHations on aircraFt.
%veral radiator cores of newer types, including a few specimens of the style finally adopted
by the Air Servico as a standard, were measured, and a report summarizing all the airplano
radiator work done at the Bureau of Standards during the past four years has been preparwi
and is being published by the Bureau of Standards. .
The Bureau of Standards is cooperating with the engineering division of the ihmy Air Servico
in w study of the fundamental relations between the heat removed from the hot metal of uir-
COOIod cylinders and the power necessary to produce the air flow required for cooling: lt is
hoped that a number si.rdar to the ‘(figure of m&it” used for airplane radiators can l.mc?o-
tmnined for the ready intercomparison of air-cooled cyligder designs.
,.
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Because of the exqelIent performance of the Maybach and B. 11. W. engines under alti-
tude conditions and the unique design of their carburetors, special investigations were made of “
the carburetomi used on these engines. This work was done for the engineering diwision of
the Army Air Service in the carburetor tmt plant of the Bureau of Standards. The results
of this work have been collected in two r@orts, which it is hoped will be submitted to the
committee for publication in the next annual report.
Two possible methods of inherent compensation of mixture ratio for altitude h~ve been
studied in the carburetor test plant of the Bureau of. Standards. Both methods have given
results which indicata that at fdl hrott.le a mixture ratio can be maintained independent of
atmospheric pressure without aneroid contro[. Part throttle operation has as yet not been
investigated;
During the course of the investigatio~ hi the altitude laboratory at the Bureau of Standa-
rds snow formation in the intake manifold viassobserved. This phenomena caused decidedly
erratic and uncontrollable engge operation. As a similar phenomena could easily occur in
actual fight, a short note on the subject was prepared and published by the committee as a
tqchnical note.
IGNITION PROBLEMS.
The routine testing of new forms of spark plugs and spark-plug insulators has been con-
tinued, both at the Bureau of Standards and at McCoolc Field. A gradual improvement of
spark plugs has been noted! but much yet remains to be accomplished to insure the total elimi-
nation of spark,phg trouble. The experimental and mathematical investigation of the series
gap has been continued, but final conclusions were not reached.
The program for the future provides for the continuance of routine teds of spark plugs
and ignition systems generidly, and “alsofor the specific investigation of the effect of variation
in ignition spark characteristics upon the engine performance.
Two reports on the theory of high tension mrgneto operation haYe been prepared by the
Bureau of Standards and are being published by the committee. These reports are the result
of experience gained in the ma=gnetowork previously carried out. at the Bureau of Standards.
One is an’ exact mathematical treatment and the other a more popular and nonmathematical
treatment of the subject.
During the work on the high-compression enginm in the altitude laborat.o~” of the Bureau
of Sh.mrlards?it was noticed that the temperature of spark-plwg electrodes was a major factor
in detwruinirg the breakdown voltageof a given spark gap. A further in~estigation of this
factor is behg made in cooperation with the Army Air ~Service.
It has been obserrad at the Bureau of Standards that when an enggne is operat.hyg on
a very loan mixture on the verge of idhimmabilit.y, the character of the ignition spark becomes
important. Further investigation has shown that a -iery lean mixture ignited by a uurnber
or shower of sparks will miss tie Iess often than when ignited by a single spark. This subject
is being further investigated in cooperation with the .&My Air Service,
FUI?W3 AND COMBUSTION.
The experimental investigation of compounded fuels has been continued by the Air Service
at 3fcCook Fkld and by the General Motors research laboratory at Dayton, Ohio. The value
of such fuels for supercompr~ed engines or engines receiving their charge at a high tem-
perature is thoroughly established. The investigation of compound fuels will be continued,
as it is quite possible that their use may be obligatory in the high performance direct fue~
injection engine, t-wwell as in the high-compression carbureted engge.
The subject. of the rate of flame propagation is under continuous a~perimental in~estiga-
tion, but has proved to be so complicated that it ha~ not been possible as yet to draw definite
ccmclusionsfrom the work. This investigation is being carried on at the Bureau of Standards,
and it is intended to de-rote an increased amount of attention to it during the coming year as
t-mintegral part of the general investigation of fuel characteristics.
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Thrm independent methods for the laboratory measurement of reaction velocity in explo-
sive gas mixtures have been deveIbped at the Bureau” of Standards:. All the methods have
been tried successfully with acetylene and illuminating gas, both of which have fairly well-
known reaction velocitiw. These methods are, (I) the explosion of a mixture in a tube RTN1
either a photographic measurement of the rate of flame travel or the measurement of the
energy liberated by means of a ballistic pendulum; (2) the measurement of reaction velocity
by photography tho contour of the tier core of a Bunsen ffmm; and (3) the photographic
record of the combustion rate in a mixture incIosecLin a spherical soap bubble and fixed at
its center. A supply of carbon monoxide, which has a simple combustion reaction, has been
obtained and it is planned h measure its rate of combustion by all three methods ta establish
their value, and then measure the combustion rates of hydrocarbon fuels.
The use of fuels of lower volatility has received considerable attention, more especially in
connection with the development of the fuel injection engine. The greatly increased safety
macle possible by the substitution of such fuds for the present high volatility aviation gaso- -.
line, with the resulting indicahd saving of lives rmd material, makes &e subject one of the -” ‘“
greatest possible importance. The program provides for the energetic prosecution of work
upon this.subject during the coming year.
LUBRICANTS AND LUBRICATION.
This subject ks not received much attention. The program provided for the compre-
hensive study of the general subject of lubrication phenomena, with the object of determining
the fundamental reasons for the unexplained differences in the lubricating value of oiIe which
ordinary tests show ~o be quite similar. A lack of funds and persormel has, howtiver, prevented
carrying out tl+ progmm, although it is hoped that the subject may be given proper attention
during the commg year.
PERFOllMANCECHAEAOT~TICS.
Although the work of determining the exact performance characteristics of existing engines
does not definitely come under the classification of research, the Bureau of Standards has, by
reason of ita possession of ample altitude chamber equipment, carried out a number d per-
formance tests of American and foreign engines for the double purpose of obttiining accurate
information concerning the relative merits of the enginw and also to determine calibration data
which could be applied to the computation of the performance of aircraft in which fhee engines
were subsequently fitted.
The laboratory work on a very extensive series of experiments in the altitude chamber
of tho Bureau of Standards on the effect of changas in comprmsion ratio on power output and
fuel consumption has been completed. The computation and amdysis of the r~ults is about
70 per cent completed, and a report giving the resultsd ~is work will be ready for publication
in the next annual report. These experiments have included ,the effects of changes in mixture
ratio, carburetor air temperature, and engine speed, as well as air pressure, and should bo of
great importance in the design of engines for aircraft service.
Two German engines, the 300-horsepower Maybach and the 185-horsepower B. M. W.,
have been tested in the altitude laboratory in cooperation with the engineering division__oft@
.krmy Air Service. The results of these tests have been submitted to tlie committee for.pul.di-
cation, and furnish valuabIe data for the comparison of the performance of aircraft engines of
successful foreign design with simtiar American designs.
Much publicity had been given to the high average economy attained in scmice by these
two engines. An analysis of the action of these carbtidors gave a very reasonable explanation
for this economy. This explanation wm therefore incorporated in a technical note submitted
by the Bureau of Standards and published by the committee.
REPORT NATIONAI.IADVISORY COMMITTEE
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The possibilities of the. double-piston two-cycIe fuel
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injectionautomatic ignition engine
have befi kept prominently in mind during the past year, although it is realized that the
development of such an engine must await the results of r=earch into the probk.me of high-
speed fuel injection and the application of such information to the development of a form of
fuel-injection device that will answer the recpirements of aviation enginw. The research
work on fuel injection has been described under the heading of “Fuel injection engines.” It
is proposed to begin active devehprnent of such an engine as soon as the fuel-injection research
has produced resulh of sticient value to justify that step. The posaibfity of altering-tie
~ present four-cycle carburetted aud electrically i=tited engine so as to operate upon some form
of fuel injection is being cm.sidered, and some work has been done in this direction, although
it is realized that the conditions impoasd by the present form of cylinder design will greatly
increase the difEculties.
The air-oooled radial engine is being developed by llcCook Field and be ~m-y Department,
single-cylinder experimentation being relied upon to determine the most suitabIe form of
cylinder and valve d=ign. Some thought has been give~ to the advantages of operating large
air-cooled +SS by means of fuel injection, and this mat~r ~ r~eive attention d~- the
coming year.
The emgineerimgdiwision laboratory at McCook Field has encouraged the development of
a barrel type water-cooled engine, in which the ,cylinders lie parallel to the shaft, and a 350-
hmsepomr unit of this type is now being constructed for eq?erimental purposes. The possibility
of reduced weight, head resistance, and vibration makes this type of considerable interest. Its
development will be further encouraged during the coming year.
The engineer@ division has completed the development of its 18-cylinder 700-horeepovvcr
~g~e of st~dard broad-arrow type, and now has in hand the development of a 1,OOO-horse-
power unit of this same form. An ~xperimentaI model of the latter is now undergoing tests
and has. given results which indicate that little reaI dif%culty is to be expected in its final
perfection.
The Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department has been giving considerab~e attention
to high-power enginw of the six cylinder in line type, a 400-horsepower unit being at the present
time in process of development and a 1,000-horsepower unit having been designed and tested
in the single-cylinder form.
5TNSION OF IA4SORATOliY FACILY17E%
The dynamometer laboratory equipment at Langley Field has been completely installed
and made available for use, although it has”been necessary to we ~ne of,the larger dp~omet~m
as a temporary power pknt for the generation of direct current for the operation of the
laboratory. Contrary to expectations, no funds became available during the year for the
construction of a permanent dymunometer building, so that it has been necess~ to continue
in the more or less temporary shelter provided by a standard Army hangar. Recently a 250-
kilowatt motor generator set has been instaIled and connected. to the central station of B
neighboring town, so that it no lo~mer is necessary to operate the temporary power plant,
except for emergency requirements. The collection of engineering, phymal, and electrical
instrument and equipment has been increased during the year, altho~mh much remains to
be accomplished in this direction.
The equipment at the Bureau of Standards has been materitdly refined as the resdt of
operating experience, but no new major items have been added. The same comment applies
to the engine laboratory facilities of the eryjneerbg division, Aii Service, at 3fcCook Field.
.
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—
REPORT OF COMMITI’EE ON WiTE!I&.lALSl FOE ~tlt-~.
..—— —
Following is a statement of the organization ~d functions of the committee.”on materials
for aircraft: -
OllGANUA~lO~.
Prof. Charles l?. Marvin, chairman.
Dr. G. K. Burgess, Bureau of Sttindards, vice chairman.
Mr. Henry A. Gardner, Listitute of Industrial Research.
Prof. George B. Havenj “MassachusettsInstitute of Technology.
—
Commander J. C. Hunsaker, United States Navy.
Mr. A. M. Hunt, American Ma=~esium Corporation.
Dr. Zay Jeffries, Aluminum Co. of America.
Mr. J. B. Johnson, Engineering”Division, Air Service.
Prof. E. P. Warner, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. -
DT. Carlile P. .Winslow, Forest Service.
Prof. H. L. %ttemore, Bureau .of Stfidards, acting secretary.
—
FUNCTIONS.
1. T.o aid in determining the problems relating to materials for aircraft to be a~perimentalIy
attacked by governmental and privata wncies. :.
z To rmdeavor to coordinate, by counsel and suggestion, the rmearch and experimeninl
work involved in the investigation of such problems.
3. To act es a medium for the interchange of information regarding investigations of
materials for aircraft, in progress or proposed.
4. The committee may direct and conduct research and experiment on matcrials for riir-
craft in such laboratory or laboratories either in whole or in part, as may be pl~ccd under its
direction.
.,. ..—
5. The committee shall meet from time to time on call of the chairman and report its ‘
actions and recommendations to the executive committee.
The committee on materiak for aircraft, through its personnel acting as a medium for the
interchange of information regarding investigations on materials for aircraft, is enabled to keep
in C1OSOtouch with research in this field of aircraft development.
Much of the research, especially in the development of light alloys, must necessarily be -—
conducted by the industries interested in the particular development, and both the Aluminum
Company of America and the American MaamesiumCorporation arc repremntcd on tho tom- ‘:.
mittee. In order to cover effectively the large and vmied fidd of research on materials for
, aircraft three subcommittees were formed, sa follows!
Subcommittee on metals (Dr. G. K. Bu&tiss, chairman).
Subcommittee on woods and glues (3?rof. H. L. Whitternorc, chairman).
—
Subcommittee on coverings, dopes, and protective coatings (Mr. Henry A. Gardner,
chairman).
Most of the research in connection with the development of materials for aircraft is financ.cd . ._
directly by the Bureau of Construction and Repair of the Na~ Department and the engineering
division of the Army Air Service.
The Bureau of Construction and Repair not’ oily conducts research at its acrodynnmicnl “~
laboratory at the. Washington Navy Yard and at “tie nuval aircraft factory in Phildelphiu,
but also apportions and finances research problems to the Bureau of Standards, the Lwglcy
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, the Institute of Industrial Research, and the I?orestProd-
ucts Laboratory.
SUBCO~lITTEEONM=ALS.
Streamline .wire.-This subcommittee has devotid much time to the preparation of a stand-
ard specification for thi purchase of streamline stay wire similar tu tho Navy Specification
No. 61. The first specification was issued in blue print form, Memo VII-1-18, to the members
of”the committee and others interested for criticism and suggestions.
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This specification was revised and corrected in Xemo TIT–1-ISA and after considering the
criticisms of the kwgest manufacture~ of these streamline wir= in this country the committee -
is in a position to make a final report to the committee on materials for aircraft.
Due to the possibility of fatal accidents from the failure of wsingle stay wire on an tiphme
in fli@, this subcommittee feels that onIy the best obt,ainable material should be used and
that rigid inspection is necessary. For this reason provision is made in the specifications to
imsure a ~iform high quality of material and a uniform treatment of each lot submitted for
inspection so that the samples submitted to physical tests shall be representative of the lot from
which they are taken. k an additional safeguard each wire is required to be submitted to a
proof load within the elastic limit of the material.
The specifieatiom contain a ~ery carefully prepared seriesof sizes for the streamline sections
hav~m areas increas~~ in a geometrical series.
The allowable variations in dimensions were given careful consideration and the values
recommended are believed to be those which wiU give wires which will be entirely satisfactory
in use and not make the cost e.xcsive.
The thread proposed for the terminaIs was the medium fit reggar of the fine thread series
recommended by the ~ational Screw Thread commission.
For protection of the ties from corrosion zinc pIating was found. to give the best results
but spar vtih could be substituted.
~Is subcommittee has carefully conside& the general subject of metals for aircraft and
devoted fill its energies to the investigation of those which appeared to be of the greatest im-
portance. The possibilities in this field are very great and the facilities for fugdamentaI research,
particularly on the light alloys, should be greatIy increased if this country is to undertake in
quantity the development of either commercial or military all-metal aircraft.
Steel.—The fact that steel is the backbone of our material civilization with the vast amount
of accumulated experience in regard to its manufacture and use, makes it highly desirable that
its possibilities for use in aircraft be ftdly developed. It is low in cost and its resist-auecto
corrosion and fatigue, often the cause of failures, is fairly well liuown from experience supple-
mented by the re+ults of laboratory experiments.
Steel strip has been produced which after heat treatment by the maker is formed and
fabricated for aircraft park. The heat treatment of thin steel sheete in this country is now
irupossible on a commercial scale and should be developed if this material is to be used for
aircraft, autimobiIe and other us.-.
Prof. lloor~ has conducted at the Uni-rersity of Illinois for the ITat.ionalResearch Council
a series of fatigue tests on a large number of specimens of iron and steel. The specimens were
tested in rotary beam machines of the Farmer type and in other twypefatigue testing machiues.
Prof. Jfoore elm used the thermometric method of determining the endurance limit. The
preliminary reports indicate that there is a definite endurance limit which is proportional to
the ultimate strength of the material.
J!n electrical method of heat testing long tubes of alloy steel has beeu perfected by Smead
& Co. This material can be used in fuseIage construction.
Light aZZoys.-Of the metils having a low speciftc gravity and comparatively high strength,
the shun.inum alloys similar to duralumin have been most generally used. At p=ent this
material can be obtained in the united States in many forms with the exception of tubs.
The alloys of magnesium are attracting attention due to their very light weight. 31any
of them have sufficient strength for mrmy purposes but their resistance to cmrosion must be
more accurately knoti before they can be used with cofidence.
These alIo-yshave a wide field of usefuhwss particularly in aircraft, and the effect of varia- -
tions in composition or in manufacture should be investigated and made available to alI those
interested. It is probable that alloys much more -mluable than any known at present may
be the result of properly directed research.
The methods of welding the light alloys as well as steeI needs careful study and it is possible
that other methods of joining parts may be largely replaced by -welding.
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Recent failures of metal aircraft struct~es.~ow the need for laboratory investigations,
not only on the materials, but aIso on the structural parts macle from them. It is highly
desirable to twt full size girders, beams, ancl struts under the loading for which they are designed,
The effect of vibration on these structures rna~ prove to be of great importance and should
receive careful cotideration.
ll%e Bureau of Standards is continuing for the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department,
the tests on the corrosion of aluminum and its alIoys in sea water and with various protective
coatings, and unprotected specimens.
—
Of the protective coatings the most promis@g seemed _ ~=
to be a light weight coating of vqish or oil. A coating of sp~rvarnish remained for about
ten months befare scaling, and linseed oil gavb -good restits for about a year, The tis~ ou
basic, neutral and acid pigments indicate that there is no corrosion with any of the pigments
after six”months’” exposure. The pigment coating has the- disadvantage of beiug very high in _. ___
weight as compared with thi oil and varnish.
The Bureau of Construction and Repair, Navy Department, tind the Air Service enginocring
division have both conducted extensive experiments m to the best material for the construe- .“”. ~
tion of g=oline tanks and fittings. The results of the teds of the effec~ of airplane fuels,
dopes and doped fuels on the materials in the fqel system indicate that tduminum nlloys arc . =
the least affected. by the corrosive action of the fuels. Forged duralumin pipe fittings Itive
been used and the aluminum alloy fuel tank proved superior to copper, tin, or terncplatc M
resisting the corrosive actiou of the fuel.
Considerable progress has been made in wading duralumin sheet in the construction of ._
tanks and an aluminum soIder has now been obtained that is satisfactmy both for ah~minurn
and aluminum aIloys. ‘
SUBCOMMITTEE ON WOODS AND GLUES.
Most of the research in the development of woods and glues for aircraft construction is
carried on at the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wii.
The problems studied include the propertieaof the woods of the united Statw. tind the
conditions under which they are grown to secure the bust results, the drying of the mntcrial, ‘
and methods of preventing decay, as well as the .@mgth of structure made from wood, such
as veneer, airplane wing ribs, etc. The development of a glue for joints in wood has been
given a great deal of attention and the most tiorable conditions of temperature, pressure,
etc., have been determined. Writerproof glues are very desirable for aircraft construction and
satisfactory glues of this type have been found.
Many proble~ for the Bureau of ~onstruction and Repair of the Navy Departinent have
been undertaken, such as the strength of screw fastenings and the making and testing for
strength of structural parts of seaplanes and other aircraft.
The impact resistance of wood is an ‘important property of this material in many cases,
especially in airpkmes. Many ‘ ‘crti” are beli&d to be due b “brashness” of tho wood
in wing beams, and it seems desirable to give more importtince to this subject. In addition
to imptict t~sts on small specimens, which have assumed considerable imporhmce in Ih@md,
it may be necessary to test full-size wings under conditions which approximate those found in
service.
Very few tests of the fatigue resistrqwe of yoods have been made, but -experience shows .
that they vary greatiy in this respect, Certain Jvoods, such as hickory for example, am found
to be the best for the spokes of carriage wheeis. There is little doubt that laboratory twta of
fatigue would bo of great assistance in selecting woods for aircraft construction which would
secure the greatest safety with the least weight.
In the development of waterproof glues, th~,Forest Products Laboratory have obtaiuwl
emulsions of animal glue and rubber in benzine. This glue may be more water resistant than
animal glue. Tests have also been made -witha casine glue which had been rendered insolublo
by a treatment with formaldehyde. This glue was made under most favorable conditions and
the results of teste show that it became soft and pliable after soaking in water for 11 days.
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The indications are that this is the best we can expect of the water-resisting properties of msine
glues.
A study has been made of the gluing presure and temperatures to obtain the best results.
Teds were made with three different glues and pressure of 25, 50, 150, 400, and 600 pounds
per square inch. The resxdteindicate that the quantity of glue spread and the expos~e of the -
coated laminations appear to have a good deal to do with the amount of pressure necessary to
obtain good joints. Medium and high prwmres gave the bast results.
From the preliminary tests of heating the wood before applying the glue results seem to
indicate that -warmwood md room give better results when IO-Wpressures are used.
The investigation by the Forest Products Laboratory for the Navy Department on the
influence of internal stresses in laminated construction has been completed. The investiga-
tion covers three sources of internal stresw namely, the combination of plain-satied. amd
quarter-sawed material in the sme construction, the gluing together of koinations of different
moisture contents? and the gluirg together of laminations of d.iflerent densities. Nine species
pf wood were studied. The outstanding feature of the investigation is the decrease in magni-
tude of internal stresses with time and there is a strong indication that internal strm die
out under constant uniform atmospheric conditions.
Probkms un@r -way and not completed at the Forest Products Laboratory include a stud-y
of the inftuence of atmospheric and manufacturing conditions on airplane propellers, moisture
resistant coatings, use of plywood in wing beams, s@dy of torsion in box beams, and the design
of beams for cantilever winga.
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SUBCOMMITTEE OX COVEFUNQB. DOPES AND PROTEC?ITVE COATINGS.
The Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, has continued the investigation through
the assistance of H. A. Gardner and the Bureau of Standards in developing a substitute for gold
——
beater’s skin for use with gas cells for rigid airships and possibly on the envelope of nonrigid
r&hips. The films used include viscose, treated cellulose, gelatin compositions, casein, nitro-
,.ti
cetlulose, cehlose acetate, rubber, and tung oil. These have been tested singly and in com-
–.—
binationa to determine permeability. The test results on certain of the films indicate tlmt a
gold beater’s skin substitute is entirely possible.
—
Exposure tests of all specimens are to be made and provision is to be made by mechanical .
means to cause flexure of the fihu and duplicate semice conditions.
/
The problem of obtain@g a cheaper aircraft dope is being investigated by both the Army
and Navy Air Services. The supplies of acetate dope, which was made during the WW, are
-..
very limited and as the formula contains patented constituents the dope is very expensive.
..-—
..—
TECEEWCAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
The committee on publications and inte~mence has recommended the publication of 22
technical reports to be included in the severith rmmud report. A summary of the technical
reports published in the seventh amua.1 report’ follows. The reports cover a wide range of
subjects on which research hti been conducted under the surveillance and cognizance of the
various subcommittees, each report being approved by the subcommittee interested and recom-
mended for publication to the executive committee. The technical reports presented represent
fundamental rwearch in aeronautics carried on at diilerent aeronautical laboratories in this -
country, inchding the Laqgley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, the aeronautical laboratory
at the Wssh&@on Navy Yard, the Bureau of Standarda, and the Leland Stanford Junior
University.
Considerable technical information is obtained by the committee that is of immediate interest
to those interested in experimental and research probhns in connection with aeronautics. To
make this information immediately available, the NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautic
has authorized the committee on publications md intdli.gence to issue a series of “Technical
Notes. ” In accordance with this authorization, the committe~ has issued 35 technical notes
on subjects that were of immediate inkrest not only to research laboratories but also to airph=me
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manufacturers. A list of the tachnical notes issued during the year follows the general sun-u-nary
of the technical reports.
The first annual report of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics conttih-md
technical reports Nos; 1 to 7; the second annual report, Nos. 8 to 12; the third annual.repmt,
Nos. 13 to 23; the fourth armual report, Nos. 24 to 50; the fifth annual report, Nos. 51 ‘to 82;
the sixth annual report, Nos. 83 to 110, and since the preparation of the sixth annual report the
committee has issued the followi%a technical reports, Nos. 111 to 132.
Report No. 111, entitled “ The ~ariation of .Aerofo~_Lift tin~Drag Coefficient@With mangw
in Size and Speed,” by Walter S. Diehl, Bureau of Construction and Repair, United States Navy.—
This report contains the results of an investigation into the effect of changes in size and spec{?
upon aerofoil lift. an’d dr~~ coefficients. Certain empirical limitations to the interchange@ ility
of v and 1in the general equation of fluid resistance ara.pointed out find the existing methods of
correcting for scale are criticized.
New methods of correcting for scale by means of simple formulae are derived and checked
by comparison with test results. The drag coefficient at any given angle of attack within f,he
range of steady flow is found to vary according to the expression
DC2=D,1-DC0 1-[(~-~)]
Where D% =Drag codicient.at V2lZ
Dc, = Drag coefficient at v, 1~
and Dco = Minimum “drag coefficient at VI11
Under similar conditions the lift coefficient is found to vury according to the expression:
--
Where Lcz =Lift coefficient at”v~Zz
L-c,= IIift coefficient at VI1,
The applications and limitations of the above formulae are discussed and i~is recommended
thtit they be checked by special tests extending over a wide range of v 1.
Report No. 112, entitled “Control in Circling Flight,” by F. H. Noitin tind E. T. Allen,
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.-This investigation waa”undertakenby the National
Advisory Committee’ for Aeronautics at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory for the
—-
purpose of developing instruments that would record the forces and positions of all three con-
trols, and to obtain data on the behavior of an airplane in turns. A1l the work was done on h - z
standard rigged JN@ (airplane No. 2 of Natiomil Ad-v%oW Committee for Aeronautics, Report”
—-
No. 70). It was found that the airplane was longitudinally unstable and nose heavy; that it
was laterally unstable, probably due to too little dihedral; and that it was directicmally unst.ublet
due to insullicient fin area, this last being very serious, for in:cnse of a loss of rudder control the
uirphme immediately w%ips into a spin from which there is no way of getting it out. On tho
other hand, it was found possible to fly quite satisfactorily with the rudder locked, rmd safely,
.:. =
though not so well, with the ailerons locked. The value of Y, w=” obtained in free flight, and
when the eflect of the propeller was subtracted, the agreement with the model test was excellent,
but with the propeller revolving at 1350 the value of_YVwas nearly doubled. The value of L,
and NVwere little affected by the slip stream, but. their values do not agree with the model test.
Report No. 113, entitled “Tests on Air Propellers in Yaw,” by W. F, Durand and E. P.
Lesley, Leland Stanford University.—This report contains the rcsulta of teste to determine the
thrust (pull) and torque characteristics of air propeIlms in movement relative to the air in a
line oblique to the hne of the shaft, and specifically when such angIe of obliquity is large, as
in the case of helicopter flight with the propeller serving for both sustentation and traction.
—
Report No. 111, entitled” Some New Aerodynamical Rclations,” by Max KMunk, National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. -This report contains three new relations extending tho
modern theory of aeronautics, intended to be applied in some later papers. They deal with
phenomena in a frictions fluid.
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The first part contains a relation between the power absorbed by an aerofoil and the power
absorbed by a propeller. In the second part the exactness of the ordinary formula for the
induced drag of an aerofoil is examined and the error is determined.
In the third part the author shows that for the calculation of the air forces on bodies of
considerable volume the imaginary sources and sinks equivalent to the flow around the body
can be used in the same way as vortices are used for the calculation of lift and induced drag
of wings.
Report No. 115, entitled “Bending Moments, Envelope and Cable Stresses in Nonriggd
Airships,” by C. P. Burgess, Bureau of Aeronautics, United Sta@s Navy.-No simiple but
comprehensive method of calculat~m the principal stresses in t-he en~elope of a nonrigid air-
ship has hitherto been described and published in the EngIish language. The present report
describes the theory of the calculations and the methods vrtich are in use in the Bureau of
Aeronautics, United States Xavy. The principal stresses are due to the gas pressure and the
unequal distribution of w&aht and buoyancy, and the concentrated loads horn the car sus-
pension cables.
The second part of the report- deals with the varia”~ionsof tensions in the car s~pension
cables of any type of airship, with special reference to the riggd type, due to the propeller thrust
or the inchoation of the airship Iongitudidly..
Report No. 116, entitled “Applications of Modern Hydrodynamics to Aeronautics,” by
L. Prandtl, Gtittiugen Laboratmy.—The report gives rather bMeffy in Pm-t I an introduction
to hydrodynamics which is designed to give those who have not yet been actively concerned
with this A.ence such a grasp of the theoretical underlfio principles that they can follow
the subsequent developments. In Part II there follows a separate discussion of the differcmt
questions to be considered, in -which the theory of aerofoils claims the greatest portion of the
space. The last part is devoted to the application of the aerofoil theory to screw propellers.
Dr. Prandtl at the request of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has used
the same symboIs in the formu.he as are used in Dr. Prandtl’s German papers. These symbols
are for the most part femiliar to readers of the Technische Berichte. A table giving the most
important quantities is at the end of the report. A short reference list of the literature on the
subject and also a table of contents are added.
Report No. 117, entitled “The Drag of Zeppelin Airships,” by Max M. Mu&, National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.-This report is a discussion of the results of tests witi
Zeppelin airships, in which the propellers were stopped USquickly as possible vihile the airship
was in full flight. In this paper the author refers to the theory involved h these tests and calIs
#
attention to one scientifically. interesting fact which can be derived from the tests and which
has not yet been noted.
The most important general question”concerning the tests is, of course: Does the negative .
acceleration of an airship with stopped prope~le~ supply proper data for determining the drag
of the airship when in uniform &wht ? This can not be absolutely answered in the dtirmative,
the two phenomena not being identical in principle. It is belie-red, however, that in this par-
ticular case the agreement’ is sutlicient and that the data obtained from the test are the true
quantities, or, at least, the appro.timate quantities wanted.
Report No. 118, entitleil” The Pressure Distribution Over the Horizontal Tail Surfaces of an
tiplane, ” by F. H. ITorton, Langley 3kmoriaI Aeronautical Laboratory.—This work was
undertaken by the hTationaliidvisory Committee for &xonautics at. the request of the Bureau
of Construction and Repu”r of the United states 11’av-yin order to determine as completely as
possible the distribution of pressure ov& the horizontal taiI surfacas of an airplane, and to aria-
lyze th~ relation of t~ pressure to the structural loads and the longitudinal stability. The
“investigation is divided into three parts, of which this is the first. The first part of the irrrestiga-
tion is for the purpose of determining the prwmre distribution over two horizontal tail surfaces .
in uniform free flight; the second part to conduct tests of similar tail planes in the wind tunnel;
and the thd part to determine the pressure distribution on the horizontal td surfaces dur@g
accelerated tliiht on the full-sized airplane.
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The general method used in this part of the investigation consistisin determining the separato
pressuresat a large number of points on the tail surfaces of a JN4H airplane, by connecting small
holes, opening on the tail surface, to the tubes oi.a multiple liquid manometer, which simul-
taneously measures the total number of pressureson”one-half of the tail surface. ‘I’he pressures
are recorded by photographing the multiple manonmter with an automatic cumera which takes
an exposure at each condition of air and engine speeds.
The teats in uniform free flight gave the following results:
1, Under no condition did the average tail load exceed 2.3 pounds per square foot.
2. The highest local load on the tail of the JNW w~s 11 pounds per square foot.
3. The highest local load on the special tti”lwfi 25 pounds per square foot.
4. The torque exerted by the tail about the ~-~~is ranged from + 1,200 inch-pounds (in.
the direction of the propeller rotation) to – 1,600 fich-pounds.
5. The sealing of the crack between the elevator and tail plane has no apprecird)le effect
on the distribution of pressure.
6. The inversion of the standard tail plane (flat surface up) gives a more uniform distri:
bution of pressure as well as improving the stability.
7. The airplane was very stable with the special tail of high aspec~ ratio even with a
center of gravity coefficient of 0.37.. .
8. The center of pressu.mtravel on, the wings, as determined by- the integrated tail ~o~d, is
farther forward than on.the corresponding moclel. ..
Report No. 119, entitled “T4e Pressure.Distrib.ution Over the Horizontal “TuilSurfaces of
an Airplane—H, ” by F. II;”Norton and D. L. Bacon, Langley Memorial Aeronauticrd Labma-
tory,—This investigation was undertaken by the aerodynamic staff of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics at Langley Field in order to determine whether the results obtained
upon model ttil SUrffiCOScan be llsed to ac~~ately pr~ict ~oadsupon the fu1l-sizedtail; and a~o
to find the distribution of load when large elevator angIes are used, as t~e loads from such angles
can not be obtained readily in free flight. The method consisted in using a metal horizontal
tail surface inside of which small air passages, co~ecting with a series of holes in thesurface,
led the pressure off from the tail in rubber tub.cs. Zn.thisway the pressure at each of these holes
was measured by a manometer at several angles of. attack and several elevntor settings. The
results show that the model tSStSgive a loading which is equiv~ent to the 10adiw under similar
conditions in the full-sized airplane and that the manner of distribution is quite similar in tha
two cases when there is no slip stream.
Report No. 120, entitled “Practical stability and.Controllabfiity. Of.Airplanw,” by F. II.
Norton, Langley “Memorial Aeronautical Laboratmy.—Thz effect of the characteristics of an
airplane or balance, stability, and controllability, based on free flight tests, is discusswdpmtieu-
larly in respect to the longitudinal motion. It is shown that the amount of longitudinal sta-
bility can be varied by changing t@ position. of the center gf .grtwity or by varying &e aspect
ratio of the tail plane, and that the stability for any particular air speed can be vwied by cha.ng~
ing the camber of the tail plane. It is found that complete longitudinal stabtiity maybe obtained
even when the ttiil pl~e is at till times a lifting surface. Empirical values are given for the
characteristics of .a new airplane for producing any desired amount of. stability and control, or
to correct the faults of an airplane already constructed.
Report No. l$H, entitled “The Minimum Inducecl Drag of Aerofoils, ” by Max M. Munk,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.-The “Minimum Induced Drag of Aerofoils”
helps to explain the phenomenon of flight. It contains some theorems .concernmg the arrange-
ment of airplane wings which are of considerable yractical interest. In particular, it ShOWS
the theoretical reasons for the decrease .of dmg which accompanies all increase in the aspect
ratio or lateral extension of a wing. The efficiency of a given arrangement of wings may be
calculated from the formuhe derived in this paper.
Report No. 1%$’,entitled “Preliminary Expefimenfi td”Detmmine Scale and Slip Stream
Effects on a on=%wenty-fourth Size Model. of a2NlH Biplane,” by D. L. Baconj Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laborfitory. —This work was undertaken at the Langley Field Aero-
.
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dynamic Laboratory of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic to obtain results on
a small model of a complete airplane which might be used for comparison with corresponding
tests made in fulI flight. So~what similar tats have been preciously made at various other
laboratories; but as certain discrepancies exist betwecm corrwponding tests in different tunnels,
it has been deemed advisable to obtain a direct comparison for this particular installation.
The present work covers tests on a one-twenty-fourth scale model at speeds vary@ from
&7 m/see. (15 m. p. h.) to 40.2 m/see. (90 m.”p. h.). A slip stream correction has been obtained
by the use of a small belt-driven propeIler mounted in front of the model, agd force coeflkients
thus obtained are compared with the measurements of the same forces made in full flight on a
geometrically similar airplane.
This report gives lift, drag, and Iongitudimd moment values obtained in testk of a par-
ticularly accurate model over a wide range of speeds. A measure of the slip stream correc-
tions on lift and drag forcee was obtained by the use of a power-driven model propeller.
r Measurements were also made of fore- and ~ongitu~al moments for ~ a~l~ fmM
0° tO 360°.
Report No. 123, entitled “Simplified Theory of the Magpeto,” by F. B. Silsbee, Bureau of
Standards.-This paper contains part of the results of ignition investigations being made for
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics at the Bureau of Standards, and described
a type of circuit which has been found useful for reprwenting the action of the high-tension
magneto. While this equivalent circuit is reIativwly simple, and consequently can be used
as u basis for deriving deiihite mathematical formulas for induced voltages and simihr quanti- ,
ties, it has been found -periments-lly to correspond quite closely in its pe~ormance with the
highly complicated electrical circuits of an actual magneto. In the paper formulas are given
for the voltage induced in the secondary under various conditions of operation, and a number
of numerical examples are -worked cmt showing the application of the equation to a variety of
practical problems.
Report No. lf?~, entitled “Aerod~amic Characteristics of Aerofoils-11,” by the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.-This collection of data on aerofoils has been made from
the published reports of a number of the leading aerodynamic laboratori~ of this country and
Europe. The information which was originaUy expressed according to the Merent customs
of the several laboratories is here presented in a uniform seriw of charts .md tables suitable
for the use of designing engineers and for purposes of general reference.
It is a well-lmowp fact that the results obta~ed i-u~e~t laboratori~, because Of their
individual methods of testing, are not strictly comparable e-ren if proper scale corrections for
size of model and speed of test are supplied. It is, therefore, unwise to compare too closely
the coefficients of two wing sections tested in cM&ent laboratories. Tests of diflerent wing
sections from the same source, however, may be relied on to give true relative vahws.
The absolute system of coeilicients has been used, since it is thought by the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics that this system is. the one most suited for international
use, and yet is one for which a desired transformation can be eWily made. For this purpose a
set of transformation constants is inchded in this report.
Each aerofod section is given a referehce number, and the test data are presented in the
form of curves from which the coticients can be read with sufficient accuracy for design pur-
poses. The dimensions of the profle of each section are given at various stations along the
chord in per cent of the chord> using as datum the @e shown on the curves. The shape of
the section is also shown in reasonable accuracy to enable one to more clearly visualize the
section under consideration together with its characteristics.
The authority for the results here presented is given as the name of the laboratory at which
the experiments were conducted, with the size of the model, wind velocity, and date of test.
Report No. 126, entitled “General Classification of Instruments and Problems, Including
Bibliography, ” by Mayo D.. H~ey, Bureau of StWdards.-This report is Section I of a series
of prtpem,comprkkg a generql report on aeronautic instrnmdq published as Technical Reports
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Nos. 125 to 132, inclusive, which contain the results of investigations relating to aeronautic
instrufnents undertaken at the Bureau of Standards under research authorizations formulated
and recommended by the subcommittee on aerodynamics and approved by the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.
& authorized by the committee on aerodynsmiti~ese reports include a complete account
of the status of aeronautic instruments at the end of the war and cover the subject in detail
up to the beginning of the year 1920, Nearly a y&r and a half has been required for the” -
actual preparation cd the manuscripts, which represent the cooperative effort of seventeen
individual authors, many of whom have left Government serwice. Report No. 132, by Drl
l?. L. Hunt, now chid of the aeronautic instrument section of the Bureau of Standards, serves
to bridge this gap by giving a brief sts@ment of recent developments. The bibliography also
has been kept complete up to the moment of going to press.
Technical Repoi-ts Nos. 126 to 131, inclusive, .cofitain a systematic, illustrated description
of American, British, French, Italian, Swiss, Dutch, Danish, Austrian, and German aircraft-
instruments, together with methods of testing developed by the .Bureau of Standards, and brief
statement of investigation results. In compiling Me material for these reporte, sepmatc
papers have been written by experts on the respective types of instruments, as, for example,
altimeters, tachometers, or oxygen apparatus.
Subject.awhich are common h instruments in general are treated in this report. Throughout
the seriee of reports emphasis has been placed on the description of successful types of instru-
ments and the exposition of fundamental scientific principles, while ‘the space devoted to inves-
tigations and developments of transitory interest has been reduced to a minimum. In this way
it is expected that the reports will be of permanent value for reference.
This report is intended as a technical introduction to the series of reports on aeronautic
instruments. It presents a discussion qf those subjects which are common to all instruments.
In the first place, a general classification is given, embracing all types of instruments used in
aeronautics. The arrangement of information dealing with these various instruments through-
out the reports is then briefly indicated as a guide to the reader. FinalIy a chwsification is.
given of the various problems confronted by the instrument expert and investigator, In this
way the following groups of problems are brought ‘up for cogsideratjon: First, problems of
mechanical design; second, human factor; third, mariufacturing problems; fourth, supply and
selection of instruments; fifth, problems concerning the technique of testing; sixth, preblems
of installation; sevanth, problems conctig the use of instruments; eighth, problems of main-
tenance; ninth, physical research problems. This enumeration of problems which are common
to inatrumente in general serves to indicate the dMerent points of view which should be kept
freshly in mind in approaching the study of any particular instrument,
Report No,.126, entitled” Altitude Instruments,” is_madeup of four parts. Part I on “Alti-
meters and Barographs, ” discusses briefly barometric altitude determinations with the view of
explaining the methods of calibrations of altimeters and barographs used by various nations.-..
A detailed description is giv& of all the principal types used and a discussion k given of rcsndts
of investigations carried on at the Bureau of Standards during the past four years.
Part II, ” Precision Altimeter Desi@. ” In thi~report the authors first developed a theory
of aneroid design and then checked the resulte by experiments on an instrument constructed
according to the theory. It was found that the most ij~fficulterror to eliminate or correct in an
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aneroid barometer is elastic lag or time effect. _
.
Part III, “ Statoscopes and Rata of Climb Indicators. ” “The tiuthorshave made a detailed
..—.—
study of statoscopes, and for convenience, statoscopes are divided into two types, mechanical
or diaphragm and bubble. The leak type rate-of-clhqb indicators receive major consideration
in the discussion on calibration and tests.
Part IV, “ Aerogiaphs and Strut Thermometers. ” This paper contains a description of the
principal typm of -thermometers fid other xerographic instruments, including direct and dis-
.-
tanoe reading strut thermometers. The paper concludes with a discuwion of methods of
testing and performance characteristic.. ..-
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htruments,” is presented in three parts. Part —.
I, “.tir Speed Indicators, ” Part II, “ T&ing of Air Speed lfet&, ” and Put III; “Principles
of Ground Speed Measurement. ”
Part I contains a ,discussion and description of the various typei of & speed measuring
instruments. The authors then give general specifications and performance requirements
with the results of tests on air speed indicators at.the Bureau of Standards.
Part II reports methods and laboratory apparatus used at the Bureau of Standards to make
static tests. Methods are also given of combining wind tunnil tests with static tests. Consid-
eration is also given to free flight tests.
Part III discusses the problem of fiding suit-able methods for the purpose of measuring
the speed of aircraft relative to the ground. As yet no entirely satisfactory solution has been
found.
Report No. 128, entitled “Direction Instruments.” This report is divided into five parts,
as follows:
Part I, “ Inclinometers and Banking Instruments” poi&s out the adequacy of a considers-
tion of the steady state of gyroscopic motion as a basis for the discussion of displacements of
a gyroscope mounted on an airplane, and develops a simple theory on this basis. Principal
types of gyroscopic inclinometers are desctibed and requirements stated.
Part 11, “A New Type of Gyro Stabilizer.’ ~ This paper describes a new type of stabilizing
gyro mounted on top of a spindIe by means of a universal joint, the spindle being kept in a
verticaI position by stipporting it as a pendulum of which the bob is the driving motor. The
paper also describes a new type of stabilized bomb sight in which only the cross wires of the
sighting telescope are controlled by the gyro.
Part IIT, “The Testing and Use of Magnetic Compasses for Airplanes.” . Methods of tests ‘
and the difficulties in designing a satisfactory and reliable compass for aircraft use is considered
in this paper.
Part lY, “Aircraft Compasses-Description and ChssMcation.” This paper cent ains a
brief generaI treatment of the important features of construction of aircraft compasses and
description of the principal types used. Mention is also made of several compasses now in the
process of development.
Part V, “Turn Indicators.” This report gives a brief history of the development of air-
plane turn indicators with det.aiIed descriptions of all known types and makes. The results
of laboratory and flight tests me given for the several available gyroscopic turn indicators.
Report No. 1%’9,entitled “Power Plant Instruments.” The report on power plant instru-
ments is divided into five. parts.
.
Part 1, “&rplane Tachometers,” gives a general discussion of the uses, principles, con-
struction, and operation of airplane tachometers. Detaikl description of M available instru-
ments, both foreign and domestic, are given.
Part II, “Testing of Airplane Tachometers,” a paper which describes methods of tests
and the effect of various conditions encountered in airplane flight.such as change of temperature,
vibration, tiltingl and reduced air pressure.
Part III, “Thermometers for Aircraft Engines.” This paper describes the principal
types of distance reading thermometers for aircraft engines, incIuding an explanation of the
physical principles involved in the functioning of the instruments and proper falling of the
bulbs. Performance requirements and testing methods are given and a discussion of the
source of error and results of tests.
Part IV, “Air Pressure and Oil Pressure Gguges.” This paper gives methods of tests and
calibration, also requirements of gauges of this type for the pressure measurement of the air
pressure in gasoline tanks and the engine oil pressure on airplanes.
Part V, “Gasoline De~th Gau.ms and l?lo-wmetem for Aircraft.” The imtho~ have de-
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scribed two types of gasol& gauges: the float type and
and calibrating gasoline depth gauges are given. The
FIowzmeterme described.
the pressure type. Metiods of td@ . = ‘“ .~_
Schroeder, R. A. E., and the Mark II -~
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Report No. 13(7,,entitled “Oxygen Insti6riCC!-! This report conttiins statements as ~o
amount of oxygen required at different altitudes and the methods of storing oxygen. The
two types of control apparatus-the compremed oxygen type and the liquid oxygen type—me
described. Ten different instruments of the compressed type are discribed, aswell as the foreign
instruments of the liquid types. The performance and specifmations and the results of labora-
tory tests on all representative types conclude this report.
Report No. ~91 ~ entitled “Aerial Navigation and Navigation Instruments.” This paper
outlines briefly the methods of aerial navigation which have been developed during the past
few years, with a description of the different instruments used. Dead reckoning, tho most
-.
universal method of aerial navigation, is first discussed. Then foIlows mioutline of the principles
of navigation by astlonomical observation; a discussion of the practical use of natural horizons,
such as sea, lard, and cloud, in making extant observations; the use of artificial horizons,
including the bubble, pendulum, and gyroscopic typm. A description is given of the recent
development of the radio direction finder and its application to navigation.
Report No. l&?, -entitled “Recent Developments-fid Outstanding Probler&,” by Franklin
L. Hunt, Bureau of Standards. This report is Section VIII of a series of reports on aeronautic
instruments (Technical Reports Nos. 125 to 132, inclusive) prepared by the Aeronautic h.stJw-
ments Section of the Bureau of Standards under research authorizations formulated and iecorn-
mended by the Subcommittee on Aerodynamics and approved by the NationaI Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.
The preceding reports in this series have discussed in detail the various types of aeronautic
-.
instruments which have reached a state of practical development such that they have already
found extensive use. It is the purpose of this paper to discus-sbriefly some of the more recent
developments in the field of aeronautic instrument design and to suggest some of the outstimd-
ing problems awaiting sohtion. The dif7erent types of instruments will be considered as far —
as possible in the order in which they are discussed in thOpreceding papers.
LISTOF TECHNTCAL NOTES tSStiEb BY NATIONAi ADVISORY COBifiTEE FOR”.iEEONAUTICS DURING THE I?tii YEAR:
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No. 22,
23.
~q.
At)..>.
’27.
28,
29.
30.
31.
- 32.
33.
34.
35.
The Photographic Recording of Small Motions. By F. H. Norton, ~. A. C. A.
Horizontal Buoyancy in Wind Tunnels. By A. F. Zahm, Bureau C, & R,, Navy
Department.
Development of the Inflow Theory of the Propeller. By A. Betz. R6sum6 translakl
from the German by Paris Office, N. A. C!:A.
A Vw-iable.Speed Fan Dynamometer. By I&l D. Wood, Burwu of Stamhirds.
Instrument for .Measuring13ngineC1emance Volumes. By S. W. Sparrow, Bureau of
Standards.
Loads and Calculations of Aimy Airplanes. By Stelmachowski. Trtme.lated from,
Tech.nische Berichte, Vol. III, No. 6, by ‘Office of Naval Intelligence, U. S. Navy
Department.
Progress”made in the Construction of Giant-4irp1ancs in Germany during the War.
By A. Baumann. R&urn&ltrardated from the German by Park Office, N. A, C. A.
Design of Recording Wind Tunnel Balancas-- By F. H. Noiton, N. A. C. A. r “
Crippling Strength on Axially Loaded Rods. By Fr. Natalis. Translated from
‘rechnische Berichte, Vol.” 111, No. 6, by IZrof. Pawlowski, University of Michigan.
Causes of Cracking of Ignition Cable. By F.-B. Silsbee, Bureau of Standards, ~
The Effect of the Nature of Surfaces on &.ietancej as Tested in Struts, By C.
Wieselsberger, Translated from Zeitschrift fur F1ugtechnik und Motorluftschi.MmtJ-
Feb. 28, 1920, by Paris Gflice, N. A, 0. A,- *
The 300 H. P, Aviation Engine, By Dr. A.” “Heller. _Tragsla@d from Zeitsc~t des
Vereines Deutscher kgenieure, by P& Office, N. A. C. A.
The Optical Wmg Aligning Device of the ~angjey Field” Tunnel, By F. H. Norton,
N. A. C. A.
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N. A. C. A. Langley Field Wind Tunnel Apparatus. The Tilting Manometer. ,By
F. II. Norton, N. A. C. A.
The Determination of the Effectire Resistance of a Spindle Support&o a Model Aerofoil.
By W. E. Davidson and D. L. Bacon, N. A. C. A. .
Measurements of Rudder ifoments on an Airplane D~r@ Flight. By V. Heidelberg.
Translated from Zeitschrift fur Flugtechnik und Uojorluftschifhhrt, I’oLs. 21 and
22, by Paris OfEce, ~. A. C. A.
High Thermal Efficiency in A&plane Service. By S. W. Sparrow, Bureau of Standards.
Effect of the Reversal of Air Flow upon the Dischmge Coefficient of Durley Or”fices.
By Marsden Wure, N. A. C. .4.
Influence of Span md had per Square .Meter on the Air Forces of the Supporting
Surfaces. By A. Betz. Translated from Technische Berichte, 1701.1, Sec. 4, by
Lt. W. S. Diehl, Bureau C. & R., Navy Department.
The Determination of Down-mash. By Lt. “Walter S. DiehI, Bureau C. & R., Navy
Department..
lSote on the Resistante of Polished C-ylinders(and cylindrical Wii), with Generatrices
Perpendicular to the &.rstrearn, by A. Toussaint. Translated from the French by
P& Office, N. A. C. A.
On the Resistance oCSplreresand Ellipsoids in WM Tunnels. By D. P. Riabouchinsky.
Tran$Jated from Bulletin of the Aerodprunic Institute of Koutchino, by Paris
Office, N. A. C. A.
13xtract from a Report on the Resistance of Spheres of Small Diameter in an Airstream
of High Telocity. . By Capt. Toussaint and Lt. Hayer. Tradated from the French
by Paris Office, N. A. C. A.
Theory of the Ideal .RlmbniU. By Wiielm Hoff. Trandated from the German by
Paris Office, N. A. C. A. .
Recent European De~elopments in He~copters. Prepared by Paris Office, N. A. C. A.
Airplane Superchargers. By IV. G. Noack. Tianslated from ZeitscMt des Yereines
Deutschei Ingenieure, 1919, by Office of Naval IntMigencej Navy Department.
On the Resistance of the Air at High Speeds and on the Automatic Rotation of Pro-
jectiles. By D. Riabouchjndry. Trandated from the French by Park @lice,
N. A. C. A.
The Gordon Bennett Airplane Cup, 1920. By W. Margoulis, N. A. C. A.
Airplane Balance. By L. Huguet. Translated from “La Wle Techniclue and Indus-
trielle,” 1920, by %& Officef N. A. C?.A.
A New Method of Test& Models in Wind “Tunnels. By W. SIargoulis, N. A C. A.
Similitude Tests on Wii Sections. By H. Kumbruch. Tramlated from the German
by D. L. Bacon, N. A. C. A.
The Factors that Determine the Miniium Sp~d of an Airplane. By F. H. Norton,
N. A. c. A.
Airplane C?r~hes; Engine Trouble. A Possible Explanation. By S. V?. Sparrow,
Bureau of Standards.
The Development of German Axmv AirDlanea Durti~ the ‘iTar. By ~fielm Hoff.
Translate~ from Z&drift des ~erein-es Deutscher-Ingenieure,- 19~0. By office of
~NavaIInteUigence, hravy Department.
RESEARCH PROGRAM AND ESHMATES.
For the year 1923 the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has planned a program
of research which the committee considers vital to progress in aviation in the United Statw and
is still in keeping with the economical po~icies now affect&u the expenditure of governmental
funds. The progrrun has been recommended by the subcommittees on aerodynamics, power
plants for aircraft, and materials for aircraft, and has been approved by the executive committee.
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Aedynmnid research .—The use of the new compressed-air wind tunnel wiUmake possible
the determination of forces on an airplane and the determination of the interference effects of
the structural members. The information obtained can be used directly by tha dcwigner,and
the determination of the interference effects may have an important effed on the character cd
design.
The fredlight testing program provides for the determination of pressure distribution and
stressesin airplanes at high speed and when violently maneuvered. For this particular resmrch
it may be necessary to construct a special airplane having double the usual factor of safety.
Stitical and dynamical stability are to be. inveatigatod for various modifications of
standard typos of airplanes, with a view toward findirg the relation between these character-
istics and the variable factora in a given design. This investigation will attempt to find tho
relation between model tests and full-scale performance in such a manner that the designer will
be enabled to interpret model-twt results with confidence.
The full-scale investigation is concerned also with controllability. The effectiveness of
control surfaces with systematic modification is tobe given special study for the purpose of
finding not only the effects of cqtain changes in design but also the amount of control mquimd
in any given case. --
All of the full-scale work is planmd with tho view of making the results general and broad
in their scope. This till be secured by repeating tests on different type’s of rtirplaneswith auto-
matic recording instruments.
The tests of aerofoils suspended from a balance placed in an airplane and tested in free
flight shows promise. So far a model wing section with a l-foot chord and a length of”6,foet h&
given such results that the work is being continued, and it is hoped to teat a fuWsized airplane
W@ suspended from a Martin bomber.
Preliminary tests have been made, and a satiafac.tmy pressure pad has been developed for
use in determining pressure distribution on an airship in flight. A special recording multiple
mmometer for these tests is now completed, and the results obtained will be of great vnlue to
the designer.
The resemch program in aerofoils prowides for the continued study of designs and methods
of construction that will make it possible to increase the lift characteristics of aerofoils. This
problem is of great importance in providing for a lower landing speed and a quicker take-off.
From a commercial and also a military point of tiew, the high lift wing will greatly incroaso the
useful load carried or the greater flying range of the aircraft.
The committee asks for the sum of $141,134 to carry out research work in connection WM
—
aerodynamics. —.
Materials resea~cL-The progress made during the past year in the devchprnont of W-metal .
aircraft.has not been altogether satisfactory. The difhculty seems to be that as yet we havo not”
developed suitable and economical methods of producing and fabricating ahuninum alloys. The
methods so far developed have been limited to the construction of the ZR-I and the Stout all-
metfd airplane. The Bureau of Standards is equipped and expects to conduct a serias of inves-
tigations on the roll@ and shaping of duralumin for_aircraft construction. The heat treatment
of the material will also be carefully studied in correction with the results of cold working.
The fatigue tests are to be continued to obtain idiable data for the designer, and vibration
tests are to be made on various types of airplanes”to determine some idea of the character of _. ;
vibrations to be expected.
One of the most serious drawbacks of the present type of airplane is the cost of manufacture
and the short life of the structure. 13venin quantity production the cost is excessive, but if the .- ‘-
materials used in the construction consisted enti.dy of metal, the parts would lend themselves
better to quantity production, longer life would be. assured, and storage conditions would be ~
improved. Research on both steel and light alloys for aircraft will be carried Onand an effort
,_=
made to further interest manufacturers in the production of materials especially suitable for —.
aircraft purposes.
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Woods, glues, and protective coatings are not entirely satisfactory, and the cost of these
materials for aficraft construction is exc~ively high. Research will be continued to produce a
substitute for goldbeaters’ skin, the present airplane dope, agd new methods of wing rib and
spar construction, especially in connection with the further development of plywood structures.
Aircra$ pincer plants researcii.-The outstanding problem considered in connection with
power plants for aircraft is the developing of a reliable engine that will use g low-grade fuel
m a fuel with a much lower flash point than our present gwioline. With an engine of this type
the he hazard in aircraft would be greatly minimized and the reliability greatly incre=d by
the elirnifiation of the ignition system, the carburetor, and other accwsork that are now
responsible in a large part for engine failures. The progress made so fax on i%is investigation
is most encouraging and it is expected that within the-year a successful experimental en&ine
of this type w-illbe produced. The engine will -weighmore than the present type of aviation
engine, but will lend itself to cheaper construction as the pressures and forces b be considered
are about the same as now etit in aircraft engines.
The various types of superchargers will be investigated; five dHerent types are to be
tested. The use of the new altitude chamber at the Bureau of Standards wilI permit of the
accurate determination of the characteristics of supercharged engines. Provision has been
made so as ta make it possible to test the exhaust turbine type supercharger in the altitude
chamber and simulate conditions experienced at high altitude. The Moss type supercharf,er
developed at McCook Field has been most successful, butt it is hoped that a type considerr.bly
lighter and less complicated will result from the investigations during the ~mhg year.
The radiator investigation wiII be cohtinued especially with a vie~ of determining from
free flight and laboratory tests a type of radiator design giving the least air r~istanc~ and EJSO,
providing for ease of iqst,alIation and repair.
Research is planned for the further study of air-cookd cylinders, as it is res@ed that for
certain types of aircraft the r&cooled engge in units up to 250 horsepower has a decided
advantage.
The most severe limitation now placed on the further development of high-powered light-
weight engine is due to preiggtion or erratic burning occurring when our present grades of
gasoline are used. A study of the fuel problem will be cmried on in connection with the study
of the Thenomena of combustion in an effort to control, if possible, the rate of combustion,
which has been, so far, beyond control.
The estimate of the committee to cover the necessary power plant research for the fiscal
year 1923 is 3123,866.
Smrma.ry.-The committee’s &imates for the prosecution of the programs of aerod~-
namical research, materiaki research, and aeronautic power plant research, as outlined above,
total $265,000. To this should be added, under the commitbe on pubIicatiom and rntelligence,
the work of the OftIce of Aeronautical Intelligence, in the collection, chwsiflcation, and dis-
semination of scientfic arid technical reports and data on aeronautics, req~u the sum of
$4S,300, md for the general administration of the Washington office with its present personnel,
the sum of $27,700, making the total estimates for the iiscal year 1923, S341,000. The appro-
priation for the fiscal year 1921 was $200,000, and for the present heal year the appropriation
is $200~000. The continuous prosecution of a well-organized plan of scienti6c rmearch is an
essential factor in the development of the science of aeronautic, and the increased estimates
of the committee for the fl.smdyerw 1923 are made necess.my by. the increasing relative impor-
tance of scientific research in the general development of aeronautics.
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FINANCIAL IMPORT.
The appropri~tion for .th N&tionaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics for th fiscal
year 1921, as carried in the sundry civil appropriatimact approved June 5, 1920, was $200,~o0
under which the cammittea reports expenditures and obligations during the year amounting
to $199~959.21,itemized as follows:
Salsries (incIuding engineering staff) . . . . . . . . . . . . $86,881.22. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-
w@ . . . . . ..". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .." ... .. .." . . ..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..."............"........................".- 33,955.04
Equipment. ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-... ------- .-. ----.. --. ~+------------------------------------- 9,091.73
Supplies . . . . . ..- . . . ..-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- —-----.---- —- -------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27,783.90
Trm~r@tion andcouutication... -... - . . ..-. -.. -... - . . . ..-.= ------------------------------------ 91Z 68
Travel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ---------- -------- . . . . . ----------- ------- -------- . . . . . . . . ----- 6,081.85
S~&Iinvmt@tiom andreprti . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-... ti ----------------------------------- M,725.00
Comtructiun of buildings. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-.+._ . . . . ..- . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,928. W1
—- .—
Toti ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~99,Q59.21
CONCLUSION.
As has been stated before, the primmy function of the committee is to pursue scientific
investigmtiom in aeronautics. This is necessarily the most important field in tho wnole subject
of aviaticm, if fundamental progress is to be made. When the resuIts of physical am-lmathe-
matical study are known, and not until then, better airplanee or other aircraft can b.e dosigmd.
Without these sciedific. results.progress will be empirical and uncertain, No other activity
in aviation. at the present time in this country so much needs titelligent governmental support.
Respectfully submitted.
NATIONALADVTSOItYCO~~ITTEE FOR AERONAUTS,
JOSEPHS. &ms, Chairman Executive Committee.
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